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Alternatives
In Vermont’s Mental Health Services

WATERBURY — Interest in peer services and
alternative programs is alive and growing in Ver-
mont, with more than 70 people turning out from
around the state for a forum in August in which
experiences, challenges and hopes were shared.

That energy has been seen emerging through
the progress on a peer-directed crisis respite
home, other new consumer proposals, and in-
creased recognition of natural supports to emo-
tional wellbeing, such as pets and healthy food.
(Articles on these can be found on pages 4
through 7.)

The consensus that emerged at the August
meeting was that planning should be “all inclu-
sive” of the different types of consumer-directed
efforts, Linda Corey, Executive Director of Ver-
mont Psychiatric Survivors, said after the meet-
ing. Those present agreed that no one type of peer
involvement was best or should be the only
model for how peers are involved in helping
other consumers, she said.

“The bottom line I heard was that everyone
wanted to be a person and have their recovery
honored in the fact they had a right to choose
their vocation and work with it.”

The forum was developed after disagreement
emerged over intentions by the Department of
Mental Health to use the consumer component of
a federal transformation grant to develop peer
specialist training in Vermont.

Corey said she believed that the next step
needed to be a position paper expressing “the po-
sition of Vermont peers” to the Department.

Those objecting to National Peer Specialist
training as the sole focus for consumer work in
Vermont said “they wanted to be treated equi-
tably in their job titles,” Corey said, not singled
out. They should also be equally compensated for
the work they do. Expecting peers to be volun-
teers demeans their full value, she said.

The August meeting was hosted by the De-

GOING TO THE DOGS — Khitti, a Rhode-
sian Ridgeback, was the first dog to come with
a volunteer to visit at the Brattleboro Retreat,
and is now a regular on the adolescent unit.
See the full article on animal therapy begin-
ning on page 4.
(Photo Courtesy Sarah Balascio, Brattleboro Retreat)

Choice Is Stressed; New Focus Is Inclusiveness in Efforts
Directed by Peers; Respite Home and Wellness Promoted

By ANNE DONAHUE
Counterpoint

WATERBURY — Ways to create a new sys-
tem of mental health care in Vermont began to
emerge this summer, as stakeholders met to iden-
tify how to unify adult outpatient, CRT, and sub-
stance abuse services.

The objective, set out in legislation last spring
in a bill called “Challenges for Change,” is to
save money overall through delivering services
more efficiently with improved results.

Under the directions from the legislature that
revisions be ready by January, the Department of
Mental Health has set out a schedule of meetings
every three weeks. They began on July 12 and
will continue at least through mid-November.

One of the core ideas in the legislation is that
by eliminating the sharp line between Adult Out-
patient services (AOP) and Community Rehabil-
itation and Treatment services (CRT), persons
who do not need the full extent of the supports in
the CRT program may represent budget savings.

Those savings could, in part, make it possible
to provide case management for AOP clients who
could benefit from them but are not currently el-
igible, according to the initial plan.

Meeting One
Much of the time at the opening meeting was

spent on reviewing of an array of statistics on cur-

rent services and discussing how successful out-
comes of change could be measured.

Those attending were concerned both about
how the limited data might easily be misinter-
preted, and about the fact that it only showed sev-
eral years of history, making trends hard to see.
They shared ideas about other potentially more
accurate indicators of progress.

Linda Corey, Executive Director of Vermont
Psychiatric Survivors, reminded the department
that the people receiving services needed to be
widely represented — as required in the law.
Reaching out to the standing committees at local
agencies could be one helpful method of getting
peer input, she said.

Later, she praised the improved efforts made
by community agencies to assist in broadening
consumer participation at the second meeting.

Barbara Cimaglio, Deputy Commissioner for (Continued on page 8)

(Continued on page 6)

Your Chance to Give Feedback on
the Vision of the Mental Health System

Have you ever thought Vermont’s Depart-
ment of Mental Health is going about things
the wrong way? Or that you have some good
thoughts for what its goals for people should
be? The Department is writing a new vision

for its work, and you can comment on it. The
draft ideas are being placed on its website
(mentalhealth.vermont.gov) with a space to
write comments back. No computer? Check
your local library.

the Division of Substance Abuse in the Depart-
ment of Health, pointed out that one of the most
important keys to change is to prevent duplica-
tion in different parts of the Agency of Human
Services.

She gave examples as the“Blueprint for
Health” which creates medical homes as a pri-
mary place for people to receive their health care;
the Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs),
which offer cost savings and access to medical
care; and efforts in the criminal justice and cor-
rections system to address mental health issues.

The task before the group is a complex blend,
agreed Beth Tanzman, Deputy Commissioner of
DMH, because “everything is related to every-
thing else” in the agency, yet the work needs to be
broken out into manageable pieces.

Corey noted that overall health issues were

System Redesign Ideas Take Shape
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Statewide Program Standing Committee
for Adult Mental Health: The advisory commit-
tee of consumers, family members, and providers for
the adult mental health system. Second Monday of
each month, 12:30 -4 p.m.; Stanley Hall, State Office
Complex, Waterbury. Stipend and mileage available.
Applicants from the Northeast Kingdom, Addison, Or-
ange, Lamoille and Chittenden County are encour-
aged to apply. Contact the Department of Mental
Health for more information.
Local Program Standing Committees: Ad-
visory groups for every community mental health cen-
ter; contact your local agency.
Transformation Council: Advisory committee
to the Mental Health Commissioner on transforming
the mental health system. New members welcome.
Fourth Monday of each month;.Stanley Hall, State Of-
fice Complex, Waterbury, unless otherwise posted
Consumer organization boards:
Vermont Psychiatric Survivors
Contact Linda Corey (1-800-564-2106)
Counterpoint Editorial Board: counterp@tds.net
NAMI-VT Board of Directors: Providing “sup-
port, education and advocacy for Vermonters affected
by mental illness,” seeks “motivated individuals dedi-
cated to improving the lives of mental health con-
sumers, their family and friends.” Contact Marie Luhr,
mariel@gmavt.net, (802) 425-2614 or Connie Stabler,
stabler@myfairpoint.net, (802) 852-9283.

It’s about YOU

Hospital Advisory Groups

Fletcher Allen Health Care

Rutland Regional Medical Center
Community Advisory Committee: Monthly, fourth Mon,
noon; Sept 27; Oct 25; Nov 22; Dec 27.

Program Quality Committee: Monthly, third Tues, 9-11 a.m.;
McClain Rm 601A; Sept 21; Oct 19; Nov 16; Dec 21.

Boards and Committees

Vermont State Hospital
Steering Committee: Monthly, third Wed, 1:30 - 3:30 p.m.;
nursing classroom, Sept 15; Oct 20; Nov 17; Dec 15.

Direct phone lines:         
Commissioner Michael Hartman  – 802-241-4008 
Deputy Commissioner Beth Tanzman – 802-241-4008 
Operations Director Frank Reed – 802-241-4003 
Adult Services Director Dr. Trish Singer – 802 -241-4010 

802-241-2601
Wasson Hall, 103 South Main Street, 
Waterbury, VT  05671-2510

www.mentalhealth.vermont.gov

Children and Family Services Director Charlie Biss – 802-241-4029
Finance Director Heidi Hall – 802-241-4030  
Research and Statistics Chief John Pandiani – 802-241-4049

E-mail for DMH personnel can be sent in the
following format:
FirstName.LastName@ahs.state.vt.us
The new central contact number for the DMH Legal
Unit is 802-241-4077. The mailing address for DMH
Legal Services is 103 South Main Street, Ladd Hall,
Waterbury, VT 05671-2510.

The Department of Mental Health

YYoouu are needed.
These groups need 

consumer involvement! 

Committee on Inpatient Forensic Exams
A committee has been formed by the legislature to

review the new law that will allow persons referred by
a criminal court for an inpatient psychiatric exam to
be refused admission or discharged more quickly. The
first meeting was held September 3. Next meeting:
Nov. 19, Skylight Conference Room, Waterbury.

Policy Committee: Monthly, second Mon, 8:30-10
a.m., Skylight Rm; Oct 11; Nov 8; Dec 6.
Seclusion & Restraint Reduction Interventions Advi-
sory Committee: Monthly, second Thurs., 1-3 p.m.,
library; Oct 14; Nov 11; Dec 9.

Act 114 Evaluation
Did you receive involuntary 

medication at the Vermont State
Hospital anytime between 2003 and
June 2010?  If so, you can earn $50

by discussing your experience.

What is Act 114? Act 114 is the Vermont law
that deals with non-emergency, involuntary 
psychiatric medication.

What is the purpose of the evaluation? The 
Vermont State Legislature wants an annual evalua-
tion of how the Vermont State Hospital and De-
partment of Mental Health are following this law.
Therefore it is interested in gaining information
and suggestions for the evaluation from individu-
als who have been medicated involuntarily under
an Act 114 court order.

If you choose to be interviewed for this 
evaluation, you will have a chance to:
! Identify problems that you think the Depart-
ment of Mental Health and/or the State Legislature
should address around implementing this law
! Describe positive or negative effects that 
resulted from receiving involuntary medication
! Make recommendations about how the law
should be changed
! Make a difference in how involuntary medica-
tion is used in the future with other individuals

How will you be compensated for your
interview? Each person who agrees to be 
interviewed will receive $50 for their time and
feedback.

Who conducts this evaluation? Joy Livingston
and Donna Reback are independent evaluators
who have received the contract to gather informa-
tion for the evaluation and write a report to the
Legislature.  Donna will conduct the interviews.

To learn more, please contact
Donna Reback at 802-253-9618.

Act 114 Evaluation

Did you receive involuntary medication at the Vermont State Hospital anytime
between 2003 and June 2010?  If so, you can earn $50 by discussing your ex-
perience.

What is Act 114? - Act 114 is the Vermont law that deals with non-emergency,
involuntary psychiatric medication.

What is the purpose of the evaluation? The Vermont State Legislature wants
an annual evaluation of how the Vermont State Hospital and Department of
Mental Health are following this law.  Therefore it is interested in gaining infor-
mation and suggestions for the evaluation from individuals who have been
medicated involuntarily under an Act 114 court order.

If you choose to be interviewed for this evaluation, you will have a chance to:
Identify problems that you think the Department of Mental Health and/or the
State Legislature should address around implementing this law

Describe positive or negative effects that resulted from receiving involuntary
medication

Make recommendations about how the law should be changed

Make a difference in how involuntary medication is used in the future with
other individuals

How will you be compensated for your interview?  Each person who agrees to
be interviewed will receive $50 for their time and feedback.

Who conducts this evaluation? Joy Livingston and Donna Reback are inde-
pendent evaluators who have received the contract to gather information for
the evaluation and write a report to the Legislature.  Donna will conduct the in-
terviews

How to learn more?  

NNeeww  PPuubblliisshhiinngg  SScchheedduullee::
Counterpoint has returned to a
schedule of three issues per year
(with larger issues) to help meet the
state’s budget crisis.  
The new issues are: Fall (Sept deliv-
ery; submission deadline mid-July), Win-
ter (Dec delivery; submission deadline
mid-October), Spring/Summer (June de-
livery; submission deadline mid-April).
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Legislators Hear from Community

SPRINGFIELD — “Once you get into the
emergency room, there’s no telling what’s going
to happen.”

Glenn Koshar, Coordinator for Emergency
Services, sat in the new Crisis Care Center de-
scribing an experience familiar to any consumer
who has been there: “Mental health is always
going to be pushed to the back.” 

It may be because an ambulance just pulled up
with victims of a car accident. It may be that
someone has just come in with a heart attack, or
having trouble breathing, Koshar said. 

It all means the same thing — waiting. First
for the triage nurse, then for the emergency de-
partment doctor, then for the crisis team, and then
sometimes, more waiting while a search goes on
for an available bed somewhere in the state.  

Once in the ER, often with the police there,
the situation is “going to be escalating,” Judith
Hayward, Executive Director of Health Care and
Rehabilitation Services of Southeastern Vermont
said in an interview. People feel, “why are police
here with me? I’ve done nothing wrong.”

“It isn’t a good environment... By the time
they’ve looked at you...you’ve got quite an agi-
tated person.” Sometimes people only needed
“calming down” time;  “they didn’t really need
medical treatment,” she said.

That’s where the new HCRS Crisis Care Cen-
ter fits in. 

The Center functions to help people who are
in a crisis and might  be heading to the emergency
room because it is the only place available for
help, even though it is not the best place to have
their particular needs met. Within its first few
months, 25 persons used it as an alternative.

“Everyone’s budget is being trimmed,”
Koshar noted. It doesn’t make sense “to take up
an emergency room bed” when it isn’t needed.

In the emergency room, federal regulation re-
quires everyone to have a medical clearance re-
view, whether there is evidence of a medical need
or not. It also costs $1,000 or more from the mo-
ment someone walks in the door.

Instead, at the crisis center, they receive “a
friendly environment” as they are evaluated and,
if needed, transportation to the hospital is
arranged. Sometimes, travel can even be by taxi.

There are also snacks on hand. Waiting hungry
in the emergency room is a frequent complaint,
but a hospital can’t supply food if a person has-
n’t been checked yet or if a required medical test
is pending. Whether the client goes home, or is
at the hospital, he or she receive a follow-up call
the next day. It includes the start of discharge
planning for a person in the hospital.  

“Because the crisis team is there, we can do
follow up.. .it’s a real continuum of care,”  Hay-

ward said. Because the team was already staffed,
there was also minimal cost. Only one position
needed to be added, and HCRS decided to take
on that cost for now.

“We really want this project to work,” she
said. Continuing support will be sought out with
grants, and peers at the HCRS Recovery Center
are “working with us” to get involved.

It all began when Hayward was in San Anto-
nio for a conference and saw the crisis center
model there. She immediately felt, “we’ve got to
do this,” and came back to begin putting the first
pilot together, working along with Springfield
Hospital and Brattleboro Memorial Hospital.

The police are often the ones bringing a per-
son to the ER, and sometimes having to wait with
them, so Haywood found an enthusiastic re-
sponse among law enforcement. 

The local chief has called it “the best thing”
that’s happened for saving them resources. Their
attitude has been, “somebody needs to help us,”
because they are not the best trained persons to
respond, Hayward said.

For now, the Center is in a house that was on
the property HCRS bought for its new office
building.  Springfield Hospital is fitting out a new
medical office in a building adjacent to the hos-
pital, and will be giving the Center space to op-
erate there.

“That’s what we’ll give the project,” Glen
Cordner, ED of the hospital, told Hayward.

They do more, however, through a primary
care connection at the Windham Center, and the
ability to access direct inpatient admission in
some circumstances.

A reader-friendly brochure spells out clearly
how to decide when the Crisis Care Center or the
emergency room is the better choice. A mental
health crisis includes these examples:

Suicidal thoughts; homicidal thoughts; feeling
unsafe or out of control; needing to talk with
someone about your problems confidentially; or
wanting a referral to counseling, psychiatric or
substance abuse services.

In contrast, an individual should go to the
emergency room for breathing difficulties; an
overdose; self-injury;  bleeding or wounds; chest
pain; heart conditions; serious chronic conditions;
or if medical attention or testing is needed.

HCRS hopes to follow up with similar centers
in Brattleboro and White River Junction.

“The staff feel so good about it,” Hayward
said. 

So do patients.
“It’s easier to be here,” Koshar said he’s been

told. They no longer feel the “second class citi-
zenship” they feel in the emergency room, he
said.  AD

by ANNE DONAHUE
Mental Health Oversight Committee Member

BURLINGTON — Legislators on a mental
health oversight committee spent summer meet-
ings on the road this year, holding public hearings
in Brattleboro, Rutland and Burlington. A Sep-
tember meeting is scheduled for St. Johnsbury.

“There’s very different stories that have been
told to us today” in contrast to optimistic reports
from state administrators during the legislative
session, Rep. Mike Fisher, co-chair of the com-
mittee, said after the Burlington forum.

At each hearing, they heard testimony from
consumers, family members, and providers about
increasing needs for community supports to pre-
vent more destructive and costly outcomes for in-
dividuals with mental health challenges.

They also heard about new initiatives: that the
“redesign” and “efficiency savings” that have
been directed by the legislature in  “Challenges
for Change”bill  have already happened in pro-
grams developed over the past several years.

The Springfield Crisis Care Center (see adja-
cent article) was one of the examples given at the
Brattleboro meeting to show how the community
is debveloping new responses to prevent persons
from ending up in the emergency room or in con-
frontations with the police.

Snapshots of testimony, folllowed by the
speaker’s name, include:

“The area that would most help us is to keep
people out of crisis.” Rutland police Capt. Scott
Tucker, predicting funding cuts in mental health
services will be reflected in more need for police
responses.

About the new crisis beds run by Rutland’s
community agency: “I can say with certainty that
they do reduce the length of stay” for inpatients.
Jeff McKee, Ph.D., director of the psychiatric
unit at Rutland Regional Medical Center.

Crisis workers are “constantly on the phone
trying to find beds for people” who are in the
emergency room, where the increased levels of
drug and alcohol problems, and violence, are
very visible. Steve Stein, MD, RRMC emergency
room physician.

There’s no more room in vacancy savings”
and budget cuts will mean “more and more real
reductions (in services), more and more adverse
impact.”  Dan Quinn, Executive Director at Rut-
land Mental Health Services.

The reason being a volunteer is “the total re-
spect that I have for the people who work at Rut-
land Mental Health.” Mike Gavin, client, board
member and volunteer.

The process for trying to have a family mem-
ber committed as a way to help the person is like
“getting no help,” as it takes months to get a hear-
ing before a judge. Deb Quirk, family member.

“I stay out of trouble by going to Westview
House.” Consumer Neil Muse in Burlington.

“Why is it we can’t change some laws for non-
compliance” when state law is blocking the abil-
ity to force medication and the hospital says “they
can’t do anything” until a court hearing? Carmen
Thibodeau, family member and HowardCenter
board member.

In facing the tremendous increase of people in
crisis, “we can reach them to threaten to throw
them in jail,” but that’s not the right way to reach
people. Shelburne Police Chief James Warden.

A new police social work position means
“we’ll have the option of funnelling them” to
avoid inappropriate arrests, “but we don’t have
the places to funnel them to.” Burlington Police

Chief Michael Schirling, who testified  about the
urgent need for “structured living environments,”
and said that service gaps were greatest for “those
who are service-resistant” with “ongoing cycli-
cal behavior” that costs millions of dollars in pub-
lic resources.

“The housing crisis is huge.” Gretchen Morse,
Executive Director of United Way of Chittenden
County, repeating a strong theme at the Burling-
ton hearing.  Close to a third of those who do
have financial support “are not making it because
of the housing issue.”

“Our entire system is always operating on the
edge.” Robert Pierattini, MD, Chair of Psychiatry
at Fletcher Allen Health Care. He cited as three
major stresses the pressure on the HowardCen-
ter’s emergency services; the “huge amounts of
money wasted” when persons must stay in the
hospital for lack of discharge options; and the
“inability to treat patients” who refuse medica-
tion, because of the length of the process toget an
involuntary court order. More rapid medication
would be “clinically more effective, more hu-
mane, and save a lot of money.” 

Community Response on Point:
Springfield Diverts Emergencies
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ited by a therapy dog. “It will always stand out
for me,” he said. It was a way “to lighten the
mood” in an otherwise difficult situation.

That effect — as simple as “bringing a smile
to people’s faces” —  is the intent behind the vis-
itor dogs who have been coming with their own-
ers to Fletcher Allen Health Care in Burlington
for years, said Margaret Laughlin, the Director of
Volunteers there.

At Fletcher Allen in Burlington, dogs first vis-
ited other patients in the hospital, and later ex-
panded to include the psychiatric unit, Laughlin
said. Therapy Dogs of Vermont, a non profit or-
ganization that coordinates volunteer assign-
ments and does therapy certification for the
animals, is the link for most of the programs.

Just petting a dog brings comfort for almost
anyone who is stressed or depressed, said Sue
Deppe, a psychiatrist who brought  Heike, her
Shiloh Shepherd, to Fletcher Allen a number of
times. Heike still sees clients in Deppe’s private
practice. 

Deppe wrote an article for the Therapy Dogs
web site that gives advice for volunteers who
want to visit a psychiatric unit. She explains basic
illnesses and debunks the stereotype of violence.
Hospitalized patients “love therapy dogs,” she
wrote. “Many survivors of trauma are major an-
imal lovers!” Deppe said it was often important
on inpatient units “because they miss their (own)
dogs so terribly.”

Central Vermont Medical Center in Berlin
first introduced pet therapy. mostly with dogs,
some six years ago, according to Jim Tautfest,
Nurse Director of Inpatient Psychiatry there. 

“It just helps people to relax,” he said.
“A lot of it is the unconditional love and just

kind of normalizing one’s experience [on a] psy-
chiatric unit having an animal around, just to
stroke and just to be with a dog.”

At the Brattleboro Retreat, Art Therapist Sarah
Balascio was the main driver behind getting a
program up and running in January of 2009,
where it was piloted on the adolescent unit.

She had just finished her thesis on “incorpo-
rating nature” into inpatient psychiatry, and it was
“one of the first things I wanted to do” when she
came to the Retreat in 2008.

“If we can’t go outside, how can we get the
outdoors in?” she had wondered.

It was an immediate success, and now each

unit at the Retreat has its own regularly assigned
dog and volunteers, usually on about a weekly
schedule.

For her younger patients, Balascio finds that
it helps to make up for the fact that staff can’t
make physical contact. 

“This is one way they can really cuddle up.”
Sometimes it helps someone to “finally open

up.” When coping with anger or depression, it
provides something that can be as simple as some
fun in the day.

“If a dog comes up and licks your face, you
can’t help but laugh,” she said.

Olsen brought the idea to Rutland after at-
tending a conference on sensory integration with
another staff member in 2008. He then started-
doing research and “making a case for why we
needed it here.”

The program was approved as a pilot and
kicked off in November of 2009, Olsen said, and
it is “going strong,” with some 200 participants
who have been involved as a part of their occu-
pational therapy.

“It’s been fantastic,” he said.
Unlike the reverse process at hospitals such as

FAHC, its success on the psychiatric unit is the
reason expansion to other units, such as the Can-
cer Center, is underway.

Lesa Cathcart is the Director of Nursing for
Rutland’s psychiatric unit, and is an enthusiastic
supporter of the project.

She’s seen people who “couldn’t otherwise
open up” responding to a dog. 

Research has shown that there is a statistically
significant reduction in anxiety for numerous ill-
nesses when people interact with animals.

For psychiatric patients, benefits include help-
ing to increase a person’s sense of self-worth, be-

BRINGING SMILES — Volunteers and their dogs gathered for a group photo recently at a vol-
unteer appreciation lunch at the Brattleboro Retreat. The hospital is one of several that have
started — or restarted — therapy dog programs in the past several years. 

(Photo courtesy of the Brattleboro Retreat)

Just how smart can a dog be when it comes to
responding to human needs and emotions?

A story last year in The New York Times fea-
tured some of the newest research into the intel-
ligence of dogs and their ability to provide
extraordinary kinds of help for persons with psy-
chiatric disabilities.

Jet, a Labradoodle in New Jersey, “is both a
seizure alert dog and a psychiatric service dog
whose owner has epilepsy, severe anxiety, de-
pression, various phobias and hypoglycemia,
wrote Sarah Kershaw. 

Jet “will drop a toy in her lap to snap her out
of a dissociative state. If she has a seizure, he will
position himself so that his body is under her
head to cushion a fall.”

Dogs have an “apparent ability to tune in to
the needs of psychiatric patients,” Kershaw
wrote. She said that examples include “turning
on lights for trauma victims afraid of the dark, re-
minding their owners to take medication and in-
terrupting behaviors like suicide attempts and
self-mutilation.” 

The article reported that the Army has done
research, and Congress appropriated money last
year, for training psychiatric service dogs to be
paired with returning war veterans suffering from
severe post traumatic stress disorder.

Psychiatry Is Going to the Dogs

(Continued on page 5)

Beyond Cuddling:
Dogs Learn Roles
For Psych Services

By ANNE DONAHUE
Counterpoint

RUTLAND — For staff counselor Brian
Olsen, it is the culmination of a vision he first
held in 2008.

For patients at the inpatient psychiatric unit at
Rutland Regional Medical Center, it is an opportu-
nity for distraction from the grim reality of hospi-
talization, and relief from a stressful environment.

Therapy dogs are new weekly visitors who are
enthusiastically welcomed and have “done won-
ders” in helping patients reconnect with them-
selves, relax, and even de-escalate from a crisis.

Guest dogs, sometimes called “Animal As-
sisted Therapy,” have been a growing part of in-
patient programs at psychiatric units throughout
Vermont and have existed for years at Fletcher
Allen Health Care and Central Vermont Medical
Center.

Last November, RRMC became the latest to
add this less conventional way for reaching pa-
tients and bringing a calming effect to the
unit.They play slightly different roles at the dif-
ferent hospitals, and the programs sometimes
began from different directions.

Olsen had a memory from years before, when
a family member in a hospice program was vis-
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MAKING A VISION A REALITY — Brian
Olsen, a counselor on the inpatient psychiatric
unit at Rutland Regional Medical Center, talks
about the success of the new therapy dog ini-
tiative there. He was instrumental in having
hospital administration approve the program.
Similar programs at other Vermont hospitals
often developed as a result of an individual
staff person’s interest and commitment.   

(Counterpoint Photo: Anne Donahue)

cause the dogs are non-judgmental, Olsen said.
“I think it’s therapeutic not only for the patients
but for the staff.  It’s a good release; (the unit) is
a stressful environment.”

He said the Retreat, Fletcher Allen and Ver-
mont Psychiatric Survivors all assisted him in
getting information for the development of oper-
ational policies.

Pet therapy is not new at the Vermont State
Hospital. Bill McMains, M.D., who is now Med-
ical Director for the Department of Mental
Health, can recall dogs visiting the adolescent
unit there in the 1970s.

The program was long inactive, however,
when Patrick Kinner took on the position as Di-
rector of Therapeutic and Recovery Services sev-
eral years ago. He said the new VSH Volunteer
Services Coordinator, Jane Willard, began seek-
ing out services that volunteers could offer, as
well as what patients would want. 

Kinner said that Willard made the program
happen by  doing the leg work and “identifying
and arranging [for] dogs to come in.”  

That is how Sadie got involved. Now, a regu-
lar group is offered that divides the time between
a “mini-lesson on pet ownership” taught by dog-
lover and volunteer Randi Barrett, and time to

Therapy Dogs
(Continued from page 4)

Barre Police Training Set; Not Tied to Taser Use
BARRE — The police department has

planned a training session for officers on ad-
dressing persons with mental health problems,
but not as a result of two highly publicized Taser
incidents, according to Police Chief Tim Bom-
bardier.

The Chief said he had been in touch with
Washington County Mental Health Services
about refresher training prior to the public criti-
cism that arose after the incidents, which both in-
volved persons reported to have mental health
problems.

The city is confronted with heavy use of emer-
gency resources by people who are in need of
services, “and the other thing we have noticed [is
that] we have a host of people in this community
who are service-resistant,” he said.

Bombardier, responding to a question about
why many of his officers had not gone through
the training offered by the state police academy,
checked the department’s personnel records and
called Counterpoint back to say he had found that
that more officers than he realized had never
taken the course. He immediately contacted the
academy and an opportunity is now being set up
for this fall in Washington County, he said. 

Bombardier said that it “wasn’t a conscious
decision” to not send officers previously, but that
demands on officer time limited access to any
training. About half of Barre’s officers have been
hired since the time the training became part of
the standard for all new officers, he said.

When he became chief three years ago, he
would have assumed the existing force had all
taken the course, he said, but now local access to
a session will allow more officers to attend. The
police academy training was developed by a
committee of consumers, providers, family mem-
bers, and law enforcement representatives.

Bombardier has also submitted a grant request
jointly with WCMHS and the Montpelier police
for a social worker position that would help in the
response to mental health calls. Such a model has
existed for years in Bellows Falls, and was re-

cently added in Burlington. 
The mental health training question arose as a

result of the public outcry over the use of a Taser
twice in Barre. The weapons shoot barbs that de-
liver an electrical shock to immobilize a person.

According to published reports, last spring a
woman who was being charged with trespass for
refusing to leave a Dunkin Donuts store had one
of the weapons used on her after she refused to
comply with the arresting officer’s directives.

More recently, police responded to a “welfare
check” call for a man who had threatened to hurt
himself. Police said he became disorderly when
they questioned him, and then they believed they
saw him put a knife to his throat. 

After he was disabled by  the Taser, they found
he did not have a weapon in his hand. The man
was then charged with disorderly conduct, but a
judge later refused to allow the charges to go for-
ward.

The pressure on the emergency services sys-
tem by the unmet needs of persons with mental
health or substance abuse problems was stressed
by police in  community hearings held by  the
legislature’s Mental Health Oversight Commit-
tee in Brattleboro, Rutland and Burlington this
summer. In Burlington, “all of our officers have
been through that training” and HowardCenter
has done supplemental training, Chief Michael
Schirling said.

However, he said that the lack of early inter-
vention and of “structured living environments”
remains acute, and made the Department of Cor-
rections a “surrogate for mental health interven-
tions.” 

Schirling told legislators that there were some
six to 12 persons identified as costing an average
of at least $1 million per year in emergency serv-
ices because of repeated responses. 

Bombardier said Barre also has to address
some individuals on repeated occasions because
they lack other social supports.

Concern about Tasers being overused to ad-
dress persons in a mental health crisis, as well as

A new regulation issued by the Secretary of
Veterans Affairs reduces the amount of specific
evidence that veterans with post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) need in order to get benefits and
treatment. 

Under the new rules, they need only show that
they served in a war zone in which events that
could have caused their condition had taken
place, according to The New York Times.

Veterans’ Access Better for PTSD

“just hang out with Sadie.” For Olsen, the efforts
and outcome of his work to bring the program to
Rutland has been “very gratifying.”

“The first time I saw the patients interacting
with Sadie,” Kinner said, the change in atmos-
phere was obvious. People were “smiling, and
more talkative.” 

Many patients begin talking about “the pets
they had growing up” — or share their worries
about the welfare of current pets while they are in
the hospital.

“I was amazed to see the enthusiasm”
throughout the hospital, and there is “a certain
buzz on the unit for a couple of days in advance”
of a visit.

Although the medical status of some individ-
uals may exclude them temporarily from partici-
pating, it can benefit persons who are in the midst
of a very severe episode of illness, Olsen said. 

He believes it has even prevented situations
where involuntary procedures might have been
needed to maintain safety. He recounted the story
of one patient who was “quite psychotic” and es-
calating in threatening behaviors. She was about
to be placed on the unit’s highest acuity — and
most restrictive — status level.

Through her interactions with a visiting dog,
“she was able to de-escalate herself,” and did not
need to be shifted to a higher acuity level.

“It’s been phenomenal. I’m very pleased with
the way it’s turned out,” Olsen said.

about whether or how often the shock can have
fatal results, has been a national debate for sev-
eral years. Some deaths have occurred after Taser
use, but have been attributed to underlying med-
ical conditions.

The issue attracted attention in Vermont in
2007 after Brattleboro police used Tasers on sev-
eral non-violent protesters and when it was later
learned they used a Taser to subdue a boy who
had barricaded himself in his room at the Brat-
tleboro Retreat. 

An Attorney General’s report later found the
police use of the Taser unjustified in the protest,
and justified but excessive in the Retreat case. It
concluded, as a whole, that Tasers were valuable
tools when used appropriately, and could reduce
the risks of more serious injury to subjects or po-
lice. There have been no reports of further in-
stances of deployment by police at the Retreat.

In a reaction to the August incident in Barre, a
local resident suggested in a letter to the Times
Argus that better funding of mental health serv-
ices was a more appropriate response than  train-
ing police to do mental health work.

“An incident that could have been solved by
one or two mental health professionals instead re-
quired three police, an ambulance, emergency
room doctors and, ultimately, lawyers. I don’t
think that saved money. 

“Barre police are excellent. They have a hard
job and do it well, even when it involves people
with mental illness. But they can’t do every-
thing,” Brian Wrightman  wrote, in part. AD
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Alternatives: Interest is Strong

Another Way Takes a New Look at Its Vision
MONTPELIER — “Who are we for?”
“What are we doing?”
“How can we do it better?”
Looking at the culture of Another Way has

been a theme for Steven Morgan since he took
over as director of the longstanding drop-in cen-
ter on Barre Street.

In his second year here, Morgan has learned
that one of the most challenging parts of those
questions is defining the “we.”

“I have my own personal vision,” but there
must be “a balance with those of the community”
—  because part of his own vision is that Another
Way “restore the early roots” as a community of
psychiatric survivors.

“I come from the psychiatric survivor move-
ment,” he said in a recent interview. “We need to
be talking about that. Psychiatric survivor really
means something.”

“I like group decision-making,” he said, but
“there were some things that needed to be

partment to seek broader input from “people from
the actual programs” across the state, Corey said. 

Consumers from all but one geographic area
of the state were represented, and “it was really
neat because we had some new people
come out” who were interested in be-
coming involved, she said. 

Peers shared the progress experienced
in individual efforts in their specific local
agencies, ranging from becoming a part
of training for new staff to creating inde-
pendent space for consumer-run groups.
Many areas of new growth in consumer-
run programs were presented, Corey
said.

The discussion of current projects
demonstrated interest in a wide variety
of approaches, Corey reported at a later
meeting of the Transformation Council.
Concern included needs for: 

! Well defined job descriptions in com-
munity agencies. “There’s a lot of interest” re-
garding where consumers fit in employment
relationships within local agencies.

! More opportunities for community sup-
port work done by peers, including in entities
such as Another Way and VPS, to support access
to nonmedical alternatives may be available.
Some peers are interested in seeing more inde-
pendent programs with their own boards.  

! Training opportunities, with oversight  so
the services are credible.

! Keeping volunteer opportunities. There
are “some wanting to keep the 12-step avenue”
[based upon Alcoholics Anonymous] in which
peers  "just want to volunteer... to give back” by
helping other peers, Corey told the Council. If
only official peer specialists can work with other
consumers, they feel that what they have been
doing could lose value, she said.

! Means of supporting peers “who have
made the leap” into professional roles but expe-
rience mental health  setbacks.

“I invited people to go back to their commu-
nities and dream of what they would like to see.
Then we can go the next step to what is needed
to develop skills and then actively pursue fund-
ing to meet our need,” Corey said.

“We as peers may need to step outside the
usual comforts of state support” to develop the

model of peer programs, she said. 
Corey, who is involved with many consumer

issues in the state in her role with VPS, said that
a meeting last fall identified the need for more
consumer services, and thus the question, "What

is it that we really need to do to get more peer
services in Vermont?”

Corey said that as the year progressed dis-
agreement emerged between consumers and the
Department over leadership of peer initiatives re-
lated to a federal grant application.

DMH said it would “be the one in contact”
with other states to develop a pilot for a peer spe-
cialist program in Vermont, while VPS had sup-
ported the grant application based upon accessing
more peer training in Vermont, not adopting a
"peer specialist” model.

Kitty Gallagher, who has run a number of
peer projects on her own, is one of those who see
the “peer leadership” component of the grant as
requiring that consumers themselves should be
making the decisions about priorities, rather than
members of the department. 

Gallagher, a long-time advocate who started
the Rutland warm line and organized a week-
long summer camp for consumers for several
years in a row, began providing informal training
sessions for interested peers this past year. She
did not have a budget or formal program, but of-
fered the opportunity to learn some of the skills
that peer staff need in their work.

Gallagher has often spoken at public meetings
of the reluctance she feels that some agencies
have about working with consumer-led initia-
tives.

“A majority of the designated agencies are not

willing to actively support peer services,” she
said at a Transformation Council over the sum-
mer. “We are usually left on our own.”

In an interview before the August forum, Gal-
lagher said that she feels peer leadership belongs

out in the community, not exclusively
working within the designated
agency system.

“I’m not about people working in
the mental health system,” she said.
“I think we need to have exposure”
in the community.  There may be
those who do want roles in the sys-
tem, but it was “not supposed to be
the whole aspect of the grant.” Gal-
lagher stressed that “it should be up
to the peers to decide who the lead-
ership should be” if the grant was
supposed to be about making the sys-
tem more peer-oriented. 

While the Department has sought out input
and had consumers at the table, they are not being
given leadership “to have a say on how the
money should be used.” 

She would like to see more room for initia-
tives that give public visibility to what consumers
can achieve, and about the ability to recover.

“I’m going based on my training and my per-
spectives and how I share and what I share” about
experiences as a consumer. 

“People who haven’t had that experience don’t
have any clue.” AD

changed.”  In the turmoil of creating a function-
ing center, he found times when he needed to take
the reins more, be a minority decision-maker, and
“set a different agenda.”

Part of the process has been to “figure out a
way to treat each other with respect and dignity.” 

The first year was focused on creating a “sus-
tainable footing to survive,” he said — promoting
the center’s image in the larger community,  seek-
ing grants, and working on renovations. 

Fixing the building became its own commu-
nity builder, since “we did it with our own peo-
ple.”

Now, the focus has shifted to address concrete
needs, primarily with healthy foods and the arts.

He sees it as critical to help others “to not go
into the mental health system” with all of its in-
centives  to become dependent, beginning with
the creation of  a long-term reliance on a disabil-
ity income. “How the hell is recovery going to
compete with that?” he asked.

“I want us to really bring in alternatives... that
are tangible,” he said, and that also foster leader-
ship within the community.  

The vegetable garden behind the center, and
the newly funded larger health food initiative, for
example, will have its own paid director. 

That is a part of trying to create “power bal-
ances” that he thinks are necessary to operate as
a community.

He has other visions, whether for Another
Way — “I would love to see us become a hub for
psychiatric survivor literature” — or for the state.

Vermont has a critical need for a publicly fi-
nanced withdrawal facility to support the option
for persons who want to move off psychiatric
drugs, he said. Otherwise, people “quit taking
them without support and that’s the revolving
door” that leads back to hospitalization.

“You have to create things” for people to see
and know their options, Morgan concluded. If
choices can be seen, people want them. AD

(Continued from page 1)

RUTLAND —  Vermont Psychiatric Sur-
vivors has received notification of a 3-year
statewide peer support grant from SAMHSA,
Linda Corey, Executive Director, has an-
nounced. This is the fourth 3-year grant for
the VPS work in Vermont by the federal Sub-
stance Abuse and Mental Health Services Ad-
ministration. Jane Winterling will be
continuing as Project Coordinator. 

Corey said the VPS Annual Meeting, with
the theme “Community Rhythms: Changing
the Beat,” would be held Tues., Sept. 12 from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Old Labor Hall in
Barre. 

For more information call 1-800-564-2106. 

VPS Gets Grant Renewal;
Annual Meeting Is September

Peers “should go back to their communities and
dream of what they would like to see. Let's make real
progress this year and stop the talk and walk the
walk. The journey may or may not be easy but we
will never know unless we step out as our leaders
have in the past. I would love input on your
thoughts. You can either send them to me at VPS 1
Scale Ave Suite 52 Rutland,Vt 05701 or email to
vpsinc@sover.net.” 

Linda Corey, Vermont Psychiatric Survivors
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Federal Fund Grants Are Cut; 
Consumer Priority Is at Risk

‘Alyssum’ Respite Alternative Gains Ground

MONTPELIER B A selection committee of
consumers has turned down all but one new peer-
run project for funding, and reduced the funding
requests from others for the new fiscal year.

In a process that committee members de-
scribed as Avery difficult,@ a decision was made to
place a priority on existing, successful programs
rather than some promising new ones.

The cuts were a result of a reduction in the
federal block grant that is the source for funding
the programs. The total amount of awards to local
peer programs was $24,939.

Staff from the Department of Mental Health
who attended a meeting of the Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services Administration in
Washington also warned consumers that changes
in federal priorities could impact the kind of uses
of future federal grants. 

“Consumer and family supports are no longer
on the list of top 10 priorities,” Deputy Commis-
sioner Beth Tanzman said at a Transformation
Council meeting

It doesn’t mean federal money can’t be used
for the “more innovative, experimental” projects,
but more hard data on outcomes will be expected,
said Alice Maynard. It will be “up to us to weave
them in” to the federal priorities. A major new
priority is a focus on every person having a sin-
gle health care home, Maynard said. 

“Is it our whole body?” — mind and physical
health both — asked consumer Jean New.

For mental health consumers it could mean a
community mental health center closely tied to
medical care, or a health care center tied to mental
health support, just as long as “a person has one
that they are comfortable with,” Maynard said.

WAITSFIELD B With a project developer
now on board, the implementation of a peer-run
respite program in Vermont is picking up speed. 

A new interim board of directors has chosen
the program’s name — Alyssum, a flower with a
name derived from Greek, meaning “without
madness.” It was once believed that growing
alyssum by a home would keep madness away. 

Roger Strauss, the retired Executive Director
of Washington County Mental Health Services,
was elected chair at its first meeting in August.
The board consists of both consumers and pro-
fessionals.

Assylum’s incorporation papers were filed in
September. The board also identified the Barre-
Montpelier area as its program development tar-
get. Plans are to begin with a 2-bed program in
rented space.

“Hopefully by the spring of next year@ there
will be all the components in place to be able to
open, said Jim Boylan, whose firm, Mad River
Research, was selected by a committee of the
Vermont Psychiatric Survivors board of directors.
VPS is the interim organization to get the Ver-
mont Peer Run Crisis Alternative Program un-
derway.

“Our hope [is] it’s going to prove itself and
then can expand into other areas” of the state,
said Linda Corey, VPS Executive Director.

Mad River Research has been contracted to
help establish a non profit corporation with its
own board; locate, rent and rehabilitate a building
and obtain any permits required; create staff job
descriptions and policies and procedures; and
prepare anything else needed for the Department
of Mental Health to grant the operating funds.

Members of the interim board, along with
Strauss, include Mary Moulton, Jennifer Tur-
geon-Marandino, Martha Roberts, Xenia
Williams, Kathryn (Kitty) Gallagher, Floyd
Nease, Chandar Hall, Steven Morgan, Michael
Pearson, Mary Anderson, James Tomlinson, and
Keith Martell.

The program was identified as an important
component of closing the Vermont State Hospital
in Waterbury by creating a non-traditional peer-
run alternative for persons in crisis.

“It has to be their choice to want to be there,”
Corey said, and receive “immediate help; a safe
place to go.” Gallagher said it was intended to be
a place that individuals could choose as an alter-
native where there were “no forced meds or
forced groups.”

“I think it’s a great program,” Nick Emlen of
the Council of Developmental and Mental Health
Services said at a Tranformation Council presen-
tation. “I predict you’ll have a lot of people
knocking at the door.” 

Corey said that Mad River had Athe most ex-

perience in all areas that we were looking for@ as
a resource to develop the project. The actual pro-
gram manager will be hired at a later stage.

AMy job is to get everything going... as sort of
a guider and doer,@ Boyton said in an interview.
He is also working to identify potential sources of
grant funding for specific aspects of the start-up,
such as furnishings. The program developer isn=t
a decision-making position, but rather a position
to ensure decisions get made when they are

needed, he explained. AThe VCA [Vermont Crisis
Alternative]Program will avoid hospitalization by
utilizing the experiential knowledge of people in
recovery,” the firm’s press release said. “The VCA
Program will accept any Vermonter in crisis who
is willing to abide by  basic safety guidelines, who
has a residence to return to, and who willingly de-
sires to approach crisis in a nontraditional way.@
Mad River Research is a consulting firm special-
izing in project development. AD

ALMOST HARVEST TIME — Steve Parker (left), David Patnode (center) and Jack Anszis
(right) are members of The Garden Club at the peer center at Health Care and Rehabilitation
Services of Southeast Vermont, in Springfield.  The club not only grows vegatables such as
these tomatoes, but also works on the landscaping for the entire building. It receives funding
help from a federal block grant. (Article below.)             (Counterpoint Photo: Anne Donahue)

In terms of this year’s grant, “The group really
struggled with how to divide up the available
funds among all of the programs they wanted to
fund,@ said Nick Nichols, of the Department.  AIn
the end, they decided that it was better to priori-
tize funding for existing programs to ensure they
would be able to continue the good work that
they were doing.@

Projects that received the full funding re-
quested included the Springfield Peer Art Pro-
gram, $1,840; the Women’s Group at Another
Way in Montpelier, $720; and the Another Way
Art group, $1,500.

Reduced funds granted based on last year=s ex-
penses included the Washington County Peer Ed-
ucation Project, $1,800 of a request for $2,000;
Peer Computer Classes in Springfield, Hartford,
Brattleboro (two of them new sites), $4,730 of a
request for $6,394; the Rutland Peer Warm Line,
$7,500 of a request for $10,170; and the Lamoille
County Computer Project, $4,949 of the $6,249
requested.  

Another Way also applied for $4,330 for a
Health Food project, and received a $1,900 start-
up grant. Another new initiative it proposed for a
Mythology Reading Group was not funded.

Two previous projects B the statewide con-
sumer camp, and the Living Room Project at the
Clara Martin Center B were not funded as a re-
sult of questions about whether they could be sus-
tained.

Vermont Psychiatric Survivors receives a stan-
dard contract percentage and funds for project
oversight, administration, and quarterly meeting
support, totaling the remaining $5,015 of the fed-
eral grant amount of $29,954. AD

The Center for Mental Health Services of
the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Serv-
ices Administration has added a new page on
its Consumer/Survivor Mental Health Infor-
mation Web site about shared decision-mak-
ing, pioneered by Dr. Patricia Deegan. It
includes webinars on the subject and features
“cool tools”:  links that highlight specific ap-
proaches that consumers/ survivors can use
when negotiating their treatment options with
providers. It can be accessed on the web at:
http://mentalhealth.samhsa.gov/consumersur-
vivor/shared.asp

Consumer Web Site Adds Help 
On Shared Medical Decisions
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System Redesign Ideas Take Shape
critical, given the much shorter life spans of per-
sons with mental illness.

“Thank you” for that reminder, Tanzman said.
She noted that including all medical care would
include Medicaid expenses, and help to show that
services redesign may provide positive outcomes
beyond mental health. 

Tanzman said several key indicators had been
identified as measurements for tracking outcomes
for persons receiving mental health services:

- employment rates;
- psychiatric hospitalizations; and
- criminal justice involvement.
CRT Director Victor Martini, of United Coun-

seling Service in Bennington, suggested that
emergency room use should be included with the
inpatient indicator, and Margaret Joyal, Director
of Outpatient Services at Washington County
Mental Health, said that the indicators should be
“as broadly defined as possible” to  capture out-
comes accurately.

Norma Wasko, with DMH, added that income,
rather than work, would be a better indicator if
there is a question about “whether it makes sense
to get a job” if a person loses too many benefits.
Tanzman agreed that the next step had to be iden-
tifying what the capabilities of the system need
to be.

A note of caution came from Ed Paquin, Ex-
ecutive Director of Disability Rights Vermont.

He said that legislators and the administration
involved in crafting the “Challenges for Change”
had “started backwards” by failing to identify
“what it is that folks need.”

“What are the values that we’re going to take
into this?” he asked, urging that it not be seen as
a process of triage, choosing between greater and
lesser needs.

Jane Winterling of VPS added that customer
satisfaction surveys ought to be a component of
reviewing the outcomes of restructuring.

The data reviewed at the meeting showed a
drop in employment between July of 2006 and
July of 2009 by about two percent for all Ver-
monters, four percent for CRT clients, but almost
nine percent for AOP clients.

Joyal suggested that the data showed that
those receiving only outpatient counseling were
“less able to keep their job” in a bad economy
than other Vermonters or than persons receiving
the additional support of the CRT program.

The group then plowed through data on “com-
munity functioning” that compared clients of
CRT, AOP and substance abuse services in the
areas of criminal involvement, incarceration, em-
ployment, inpatient use, and use of “Reach-Up”
financial support for families with children.

Stuart Graves, MD, a psychiatrist with Wash-
ington County Mental Health, said that the dif-
ferences among the various sets of benefits
available demonstrated the question, “how do
you get the right benefits to the right person?”

“Triage (choosing service needs) is essentially
an ethical issue,” and the question of designing
the response is therefore harder to do on a cen-
tralized, statewide basis.

It identifies the question of which way to set
up a system: by program eligibility, or by indi-
vidual need at the moment, Tanzman agreed.

Consumer and advocate Kitty Gallagher said
that her peers often go through three stages: first,
being identified as having an illness; second, ac-
cepting it and realizing the need to do something;
and third, participating in treatment.

Agencies thus need to be able to respond to
emergencies, plan how they will help an individ-
ual, and then identify when they no longer need
that help and cut services back, instead of creat-
ing long term dependency.

Winterling said that the length of treatment,
not just the type of services, needed to be tracked.
For housing or employment, for example, “I
would hope (good outcomes) would be higher”
with more treatment support.

Corey noted that there was no tracking of
those who leave the system successfully, in order
to identify what worked best. That could be used
to help others, she said. Similarly, no data is
tracked to learn from those who leave but then
return. 

How many CRT clients, for example, have re-
turned to needing those more expensive supports
because of the budget cuts in Adult Outpatient
services?

Joyal said she thought there was little question
that some clients who were doing well in an AOP
program had to move to CRT services when
Adult Outpatient support was lost. There is a
need for cross-comparison, she said: was there a
relationship between an agency’s reduction in
AOP and an increase in CRT clients?

“Depending on the program you’re assigned
to” (CRT, AOP, or Substance Abuse), you are
locked into that program’s services, Tanzman
pointed out in another chart. This is based on the
way the structure for the entire system was es-
tablished, Tanzman said. “That split doesn’t seem
as sensical as it used to,” and a change “may have
much better outcomes.”

Martini wondered if rather than only looking
at how many persons receiving AOP, CRT or sub-
stance abuse services were hospitalized, it had
ever been reviewed the opposite way, looking at
all psychiatric hospitalizations and seeing how
many were AOP, CRT or SA clients.

“You can’t even get into CRT without a hos-
pitalization” first, Winterling observed.

Another reverse look would be to identify how
many inpatients receive follow-up through CRT
or AOP, which might prevent a return hospital-
ization, Joyal said.

MEETING TWO
At the second meeting, there was brainstorm-

ing on what the indicators should be to show
whether there was progress on the outcomes re-
quired by the legislature. 

Deputy Commissioner Tanzman said the indi-
cators needed to have existing starting points, and
she noted that “indicators that are truly indicators
of recovery” are very important and yet very dif-
ficult to establish.

Katina Cummings of NAMI-VT said that the
amount of involvement by family members in
case planning was important to measure.

Other ideas came quickly:
There is too much emphasis on work when

“not everyone can work,” consumer David Gal-
lagher said; living independently and volunteer-
ing should be counted. Wasko, from DMH, said
an alternative to work might be income stability
over time.

DRVT’s Paquin said what might be most
meaningful was income as compared to the fed-
eral poverty level, and whether people were
“keeping out of poverty.”

Choice in housing and stability in housing
should be indicators, suggested VPS’ Winterling.

Deputy Commissioner Cimaglio said that
showing engagement in services, rather than just (Continued on page 9)

(Continued from page 1) services available, was important.
Wendy Beinner, legal counsel for the depart-

ment, agreed and pointed out that there was a real
question as to whether the combination of re-
ceiving involuntary treatment and being engaged
in treatment was ever possible.

Judy Rosenstriech of DMH suggested that
measuring changes in life skills would be impor-
tant to show whether someone was in a “static
state” versus growing in independence.

The key thing to know is “whether an inter-
vention is successful,” or “do services actually
impact” the person receiving them, Trish Singer,
the DMH Director of Adult Services, said.

“The lost voice in this conversation” is from
those on waiting lists for services, observed
David Wall, from Rutland Mental Health Serv-
ices. 

Later, David O’Brien, of United Counselling
Service of Bennington County, observed another
outcome of that same problem: “We’re not doing
assessments for anyone for whom we can’t give
services.”

Tanzman then shifted the discussion to con-
sider a system being designed from scratch. What
would it do, and for who, she asked.

“The more basic needs you meet earlier the
less likely for crisis and long-term” services said
Paquin, listing “baseline” rights to economic se-
curity, housing and health care, along with ther-
apy and psychiatry “when necessary.”

Joyal, from WCMHS, called housing, health
care and income “pre-conditions to treatment.”
This is because “it’s hard to do any kind of treat-
ment if those things aren’t there,” yet such sup-
ports are not treatment themselves. 

Cimaglio suggested that it was a question of
“what belongs where” in terms of support. There
are different needs, but responses “are not put to-
gether in effective ways.”

The result of the lack of long-term support is
that “we don’t have the capacity to do anything
until we have a full-blown crisis.”

Jeff Rosenberg of the Clara Martin Center said
that it was a matter of the “services they (clients)
need at the appropriate time,” whether that be
housing or other needs. “We're the best people” to
provide the full range of services “because
they’re (already)  coming to us.”

There is also a “glaring” need for the 18-to-
25-year-old population, Karen Lorentzon from
VPS said, noting the high levels of youth report-
ing having contemplated suicide. They are “less
likely to enter through the old fashioned way” of
receiving service, and ending up in the emer-
gency room is “a very traumatic way” to get help.

There is a need for a separate system for men-
tal health crises because psychiatry always comes
last in the ER triage process, she said. “Is it really
necessary to fill up the emergency rooms?”  The
doctors there “just want to move them on” be-
cause “that’s not their thing.” 

People also need places that give “a feeling
they belong to a community,” Rosenstreich said.
“Organize services so that people have a feeling
of community.”

MEETING THREE
At the third meeting of the group, presenta-

tions were made by five community mental
health centers’ staff to demonstrate ways in which
they have adapted to meet needs. 

Leslie Weed-Fonner presented on LINCS, a
Washington County Mental Health Services out-
patient program that is specific for addressing
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System Redesign Takes Shape
(Continued from page 8)

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS — Disability rights leaders in Vermont, led by the Center for In-
dependent Living, gathered in Montpelier in July to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the Amer-
icans with Disabilities Act. Among those on hand to offer congratulations to VCIL Director
Sarah Launderville was John Kelly (right), representing Sen. Patrick Leahy’s office. “We still
have a long way to go” for society to achieve equity, he told the crowd.                                     

(Counterpoint Photo: Anne Donahue) 

All meetings on changes to services are public, and consumers and family members have 
been encouraged to participate. Stipends are available. 
Meetings are in Waterbury at the following dates, times, and places:
September 15, Skylight Room, 11 a.m.; September 30, 10 a.m., Stanley Hall
October 13, Chapel Conf. Room, 9 a.m.; October 27, Skylight, 9 a.m.
November 15, Skylight, 11 a.m.; December 6, Stanley Hall, 11 a.m.

Medications,
Crisis Line, Are
‘Challenges’

WATERBURY — The Challenges for Change
law either directs or permits many new initiatives
in the mental health system beyond the outpatient
system redesign. 

Major ones include the overall reduction of
the designated agency budgets; creation of a sin-
gle, statewide mental health emergency crisis
line; a best practices model for multiple pre-
scriptions of psychiatric medications (and all
such prescribing for children); and the reduction
of inpatient length of stay. 

A proposal for the crisis line has already been
submitted by a joint group of designated agen-
cies. Children’s mental health issues are being ad-
dressed in development of a new “enhanced
family treatment” program under the Department
for Children and Families.

Briefly summarized, the other Department of
Mental Health items, grouped into categories, in-
clude:

Substance Abuse: Continued improvement in
service for co-occurring conditions, and integra-
tion of funding and oversight for mental health
and substance abuse services;

Working with Fedrally Qualified Health
Centers: Increased collaboration between desig-
nated agencies and health centers, including co-
ordination for access to lower-price drugs and
exploring staff integration between designated
agencies and the FQHCs (health centers);

Employment: Using a new cross-agency col-
laboration for employment services and improv-
ing designated agency employment outcomes;

Cost Efficiencies: Bulk purchasing by desig-
nated agencies; reducing paperwork require-
ments; and greater authority for psychiatric nurse
practitioners;

New Projects: Obtaining designated agency
proposals for redesigning services for persons
with serious functional impairments at risk of
criminal system involvement.

Some of the items generated early comments
at stakeholder meetings. 

The issue of psychiatric medications will
begin with a review of “what data is out there”
and potential models; the item was raised out of
“concern that there may be overuse” of prescrip-
tions for multiple medications, Deputy Commis-
sioner Beth Tanzman said at the Transformation
Council.

Council member Delores Burroughs-Biron,
M.D, and director of health services for the De-
partment of Corrections, said that what is seen in
DOC is “terribly informative of what is going on
in the community... The kinds of prescriptions
and the combinations are very alarming.” 

At a joint meeting of Adult and Children’s
State Standing Committees, there was brain-
storming on cost-effective family supports.

Kitty Gallagher said there had been a very
useful support group network for grandparents
who had become primary caregivers, so that they
were up-to-date in current practices.

“They were cut last year,” she said.
A parent member noted the very effective in-

tervention by “peer navigators” who were not a
part of the system, in reaching families who were
considered resistant to help from the state.

After reaching 960 families over the course of
six years, the program lost its funding. AD

psychological trauma. Kathy Duhamel from
Health Care and Rehabilitation Services in
Springfield said that its new vision was focused
on, “How do we meet the needs of people, not di-
agnoses.”

She listed examples of programs that address
specific issues such as the police-social worker
intervention model in Bellows Falls, the Sparrow
Project for corrections diversion in Springfield,
and its Interdivision Team that puts programs to-
gether for persons who do not fit criteria for a
program’s funding.

Paying in those situations requires “being cre-
ative with where the pots of funding are.”

In St. Albans, Steve Broer said an effort to
provide assistance to local primary care physi-
cians is opening a “floodgate” of need. 

Gail Middlebrook said that the same problem
is occurring in St. Johnsbury, which was a pilot
community for the “Blueprint for Health.” 

The Blueprint is a state initiative to have every
person have a primary medical home, which then
screens and refers persons who need various ad-
ditional resources.

Northeast Kingdom Human Services has an
agreement to be a referral for those persons iden-
tified as needing more treatment than the clini-
cian on the primary care team can offer,
Middlebrook  said. The hope was that it would
reduce physical complaints to doctors that are
often driven by unmet mental health needs.

The outcome, however, has been the identifi-
cation of many more persons with long-term, se-
rious mental health needs, and it has driven the
agency’s Adult Outpatient referrals up by 25 per-
cent, she said. 

The demand and the expectations created by
the Blueprint model are major, but the system

doesn’t have the capacity to deliver the services,
she said.

Jeff Rothenburg of the Clara Martin Center in
Randolph also discussed the ways his agency ad-
dressed needs flexibly for individuals, but also
noted the significant unmet need for medical care
among clients.

In the discussion among presentations, VPS’
Lorentzon noted how waiting times for starting
services were a critical factor in reaching a need
in time.

When a person reaches a point seeking help,
but then doesn’t receive it, “that’s where they
start their slide” into needing crisis care. “We
have to get that covered,” she said.

Winterling commended agencies that have
walk-in clinics, such as the one successfully de-
veloped at the Veterans Administration hospital. 

Without that immediate access, “they know
how to get worse to get in the door ,” she said,
suggesting that people sometimes show the
symptoms that the stsytem requires, even if not
experiencing them.

The final agenda item was a set of handouts
on emergency room use by community mental
health center clients. The information was sched-
uled for discussion at the September meeting.

The graphs showed that agency clients —
whether Adult Outpatient, CRT or Substance
Abuse — had more than double the number of
emergency department visits that Vermonters as
a whole have. 

The majority of those visits, 45 percent versus
20 percent, were for medical care other than men-
tal health or substance abuse treatment. The total
cost of the visits was estimated at more than $17
million.

The reports are available on the Department’s
web site at mentalhealth.vermont.gov.

Redesigning Mental Health Services in Vermont: 
An Issue for Everyone
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The Department of Mental Health’s new web site —
www.mentalhealth.vermont.gov — has significantly ex-
panded the number of documents that the public can re-
view. When it comes to issues regarding involuntary
treatment, this is particularly important for following the
recommendations of the national Institute of Medicine. The
IOM states that, until the issue of coercion can be ad-
dressed through better data and standards, the most im-
portant thing that can be done is to help empower
consumers through its principle of transparency: 

“Policies and practices not only for initiating coercive
treatment, but also for terminating it, should be transpar-
ent, providing information on what one has to do to be dis-
charged from involuntary inpatient or outpatient treatment
or to have one’s status changed to voluntary.”

Counterpoint congratulates the Department for its ex-
panded transparency. This article will be the first in a se-
ries to share a summary of the information available about
involuntary treatment standards practiced in Vermont. The
full documents can be found on the web site. — Editor

TRANSPARENCY IN COERCED TREATMENT
(Number 3 in a series.)

If a person is to be admitted to a hospital
against his or her will, two different people must
do an evaluation and verify that the person meets
the criteria under law. The first person is the
“screener,” a mental health professional desig-
nated by the Department of Mental Health, usu-
ally on the staff of a local community mental
health center. The second person is a psychiatrist.

If a person is not already at the hospital (for
example, he or she came to the emergency room),
the person cannot be brought for an emergency
exam if he or she refuses, without a warrant from
a judge. The manual for screeners states: “If the
patient refuses examination, the applicant (the
screener) should consider applying to a judge for
a warrant for immediate examination” in order to
have the person taken to the hospital.

This process was described in the first of this
series. The information comes from the Guide for
Qualified Mental Health Professionals (a
“QMHP,” or “screener”) for Involuntary Psychi-
atric Evaluations and Hospitalization.

This part of the series identifies the specific
information the psychiatrist must provide in writ-
ing in order to admit a person involuntarily for
an emergency exam (sometimes called a “72-hour
hold,” referring to the amount of time a person can
be hospitalized before a court application for in-
voluntary treatment [an “AIT”] must be filed.)

PHYSICIAN'S CERTIFICATE
EMERGENCY EXAMINATION
In my opinion this patient is 
(A) not only mentally ill, but
(B) poses a danger of harm to him/herself or

others and 
(C) should immediately be admitted to a des-

ignated hospital for an emergency examination. I
believe the patient meets all three of the above
criteria and base this opinion on the facts outlined
below. (NOTE: For each of these three criteria, it is
required that the physician identify separately facts
observed by him or her and those reliably reported to

him or her by others. In each case the source must be
identified.) 

Specific observation questions include:
! What facts have been observed by yourself

and/or reliably reported to you which lead you to
believe that the patient is mentally ill? What did
the patient say? What did the patient do?

Tentative Diagnosis
! What facts have been observed by yourself

and/or reliably reported to you which lead you to
believe that as a result of the mental illness the
patient poses a danger of harm to him/herself or
others? What did the patient say or do? To whom
specifically and in what way is the patient a dan-
ger?

! It is the obligation of the certifying physi-
cian to consider available alternative forms of
care and treatment for the person's needs, without
requiring hospitalization. List all steps taken in
exploring alternative forms of care and treatment. 

(NOTE: Discussing available alternatives with
a representative of an authorized screening
agency may assist the physician in complying
with this requirement. Screeners can be contacted
twenty-four hours a day. For a current listing of
the designated screening agents, call the Admis-
sions Office at the Vermont State Hospital.)

! What medications or treatments were ad-
ministered prior to transporting the patient to the
hospital for an emergency examination?

State Hospital Census Is at an All Time Low
WATERBURY — The average daily census

has been repeatedly dropping below 40 at the 54-
bed Vermont State Hospital this summer.  It is a
radical shift from last fall, when some people
waited up to several days in hospital emergency
rooms before an inpatient bed was available.

The positive news was discussed at both a
hospital Steering Committee and the mental
health system Transformation Council at summer
meetings.

Beth Tanzman, Deputy Commissioner for the
Department of Mental Health, called it a “very
interesting dynamic” with no clear cause. 

Factors that could be contributing are the
opening of Meadowview’s six beds in Brattle-
boro and the “maturing” of the 14-bed Second
Spring program  in Williamstown, where shorter
resident stays create more openings for VSH pa-
tients. She also said there might be an effect from
the new no-smoking policy.

Kitty Gallagher, a Council member who holds
focus groups at VSH said “there was enough of
an announcement beforehand” about smoking
that some patients “all of a sudden” worked on
discharge “to get out into the community.” 

Linda Corey, Executive Director of Vermont
Psychiatric Survivors, said it also may be deter-
ring patients who used to want  to go to VSH be-
cause most other hospitals already ban smoking.
There were other likely factors, including the in-
creased involvement of peer volunteers and a pa-
tients’ rights representative, she added. 

The hospital’s medical director, Jay Batra,
M..D., updated the Steering Committee on the
impact of the no-smoking policy that went into
place in May.

“It’s been a non-issue,” he said. There have
been “a couple of patients who have been upset,”
but others are pleased at having access to areas
such as the porches without the thick smoke.

The current low census at VSH makes it pos-
sible to do better discharge planning with com-

munity agencies, and thus shorter hospital stays,
which then help to continue keeping the census
low, Batra said.

Both staff injuries and the use of restraint and
seclusion are down as well, he said, to the credit
of staff commitment to using the skills of the new
“Pro-Act” training. There is “day-to-day evi-
dence” of incidents that end up with “safety for
everybody” and good outcomes. “It takes time,
but it’s really taking hold,” Batra said. 

Patrick Flood, the Agency of Human Services
Deputy Secretary and a member of the Steering
Committee, said he felt one of the traumatic out-
comes from use of restraints was that “it has such
a big impact on everyone” — the patient, the staff
and other patients. There is “constant trauma oc-
curring” and  it becomes “cyclical.”

Another census factor has been that court  re-
ferrals for inpatient forensic evaluations have
been about 10 percent lower than past averages.

A new law that allows VSH to return someone
to court within a day if found not to need inpatient
care went into effect July 1, but just the discussion
of it during the past year might have already had an
impact on court decisions, Tanzman suggested.
Some fear the discharges could result in persons
who do have a serious mental illness, but who do
not need inpatient care, going to Corrections,
where adequate treatment may not be available.
The Agency “has got to pay attention to what is
going to happen to them,” Flood said.

Batra also reported it appeared that the hospi-
tal was in compliance with the “vast, vast major-
ity” of the requirements established in a
settlement with the Department of Justice. 

If the Justice settlement is successfully com-
pleted, the DOJ will drop the lawsuit it brought
against the state five years ago, asserting that pa-
tient rights were being violated. Although the
four-year settlement was due to end on July 1, the
state agreed to extend it until October 1 so that
some final quality issues could be fully resolved. 

“That’s our goal..., to finish with a perfect
score,” Wendy Beinner, counsel for DMH, said.
Although Justice officials had once made “a clear
statement” that the current hospital would be re-
quired to close, the settlement agreement did not
include that, she said.  

VSH has been accredited for another year by
the Joint Commission, a hospital organization.
Certification by the Centers for Medicaid and
Medicare Services, which is required for federal
funds, has been denied and the  hospital has hired
an expert recommended by CMS to identify how
to meet its standards. AD

New ‘No Smoking’ Policy May Be One Contributing Factor

MONTPELIER —A prisoners' rights
group is asking a court to order a company
that provided health care in Vermont's pris-
ons to release details of any lawsuits it has set-
tled in Vermont. The company said it wasn't
bound by Vermont's public records law.

Prison Legal News, a self-help magazine
and inmate advocacy organization based in
Brattleboro, is suing a company formerly
known as Prison Health Services in hopes of
getting a court to find that the company is, in
effect, a public agency subject to public
records law.

The same concern about access to records
has been raised in the legislature if private
community hospitals take on functions of the
Vermont State Hospital, since they would not
be bound by the state public records law

"The state can outsource public functions
and services," argued Legal News editor Paul
Wright. "But it cannot contract out the pub-
lic's fundamental right to know how their tax
dollars are being spent and the quality of serv-
ices the public is getting for its money." From
the Associated Press. 

Prisoner Rights Group Sues 
For Private Firm’s Records
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DMH Settles,
Pays $20,000 
To VSH Patient

NEIGHBORS ON RANDALL STREET (lower right corner) objected to seeing the proposed
secure residence from their yards (map on left), so new plans will place it behind and facing
the “A” and Osgood office buildings (map on right). The new plan moves the “loop road” to
go behind the recreation yard, instead of in front of the building. The recreation yard will be
about one-third smaller.                                         (Counterpoint Renderings: Anne Donahue)

WATERBURY — State authorities have
changed the location for the planned construction
of the new secure recovery residence in order to
gain the support of neighbors.

Residents of homes on a side street by the
state office complex said that the original plan for
the building would interfere with their view
across state property into the hills beyond. The
legislature gave the authority for the Commis-
sioners of Mental Health and of Buildings and
General Services to make a site decision.

Members of the advisory mental health Trans-
formation Council said that the alternative the state
chose — facing up against office buildings — does
not support the recovery goals of the program.

In order to fit  the site, the enclosed recreation
yard will be reduced by about one-third, from
40,000 to 28,000 square feet. Patrick Kinner from
VSH said that in all the focus groups among pa-
tients, maximizing outdoor access was seen as
most important for recovery.

“We try so hard to fight stigma,” said Linda
Corey, the Executive Director of Vermont Psy-
chiatric Survivors. “Not to do it [as planned] is
to go along with stigma.”

“It’s pretty much saying to every town, if you
don’t want us, you don’t have to have us... we’re
going to compromise. I’m very disappointed that
we’re not standing up,” said advocate Sally Parrish.

Beth Tanzman, Deputy Commissioner, told
the Council that the desire of the Department of
Mental Health to have the building more separate
from the office complex was in competition with
being able to get the new program going without
greater delay. 

The relocation “is absolutely a setback to the
project,” she said, but “it’s such a vast improve-
ment” from the current state hospital.

Corey asked why the state didn’t select a third
location that had been proposed by state Rep.
Alice Emmons that would have moved the build-
ing farther away from Randall Street without put-
ting it inside the driveway road that marks the
boundary of the office complex.

“The citizens did not find that an acceptable
option,” Tanzman said. 

At an earlier meeting, village trustee Everett

BURLINGTON — Patients in seclusion or re-
straints cannot also be given emergency involun-
tary medication unless a patient is still causing
serious harm, under a settlement agreed upon by
the state with a former patient.

The patient, who was represented by Disabil-
ity Rights Vermont, also received a letter of apol-
ogy and $20,000. The settlement said that the
state did not agree that it had violated the pa-
tient’s rights in the incident at Vermont State Hos-
pital, but that it did not want to continue the court
process.

Under the the settlement, the only other times
involuntary medication can be used reason in
combination is when the seclusion or restraints
being used are creating an immediate risk of se-
rious harm. 

In addition, patients will be asked at assess-
ment what their preferences would be if a safety
crisis occurs.

The letter to the patient from Terry Rowe,
VSH Executive Director, said that the use of
emergency involuntary procedures March of
2008 “was unnecessary, as applied;” that it “was
distressing to you;” that its documentation was
poor; and that “you were subjected to a grievance
process that took too long.”

“For those reasons,” Rowe wrote, “we apolo-
gize.” AD 

Checking In: 
Youth Initiative
Programs Grow

State Gives In to Neighbors,
Moves Secure Residence Site

Coffey said that its position was absolute: “We
do not want to see this building [placed] on the
right side of the Loop Road.”

The new location faces directly into the “A”
and Osgood office buildings, and the driveway
for the office complex will be moved to circle
around it.  Osgood will hide the facility from the
sight of the Randall Street residents.

Council member Paul Dupre, the Executive
Director of Washington County Mental Health
Services,  said he felt the state’s decision was bad
public policy.

“I really think we’re making a big mistake
when we let the neighborhood make the deci-
sion,” he said. “Their input is fine... [but] we
know from experience that when you give a mes-
sage that you’re only going to put it where they
want it,” it sends the “wrong message” to every
community.

At an earlier meeting that included state rep-
resentatives and the neighbors, Waterbury Rep.
Tom Stevens said the local residents weren’t in-
vited into the planning process, which told them
“their feelings didn’t matter.”

Rep. Linda Meyers said she thought the pro-
posed move “immediately changes the feeling”
because it set the building back into the institu-
tional complex.

“Like it or not,” Rep. Mike Fisher responded,
“we need to have the support of the community.”
The site would have needed a zoning change for
the recreation yard to cross onto conservation land.

Advocate Jane Winterling noted an irony that
neighbors would control the use of a property that
was originally built entirely for mental health.

Randall Street resident Kathy Mackey said
that she had heard nothing that showed the pro-
gram would be damaged by the move.

“The only thing that’s different...you’re pre-
serving our viewshed as well.”

DMH Commissioner Michael Hartman had
told the neighbors that the new location meet pro-
gram needs. 

He said he was recommending the Osgood
site because further delay  would leave the state
still “unable to actually  replace one bed to re-
place the state hospital” in the year ahead. AD

The Youth in Transition teams are continuing
to develop their operations phases for strength-
ening services for young adults ages 16 to 21.
The project is intended to address service gaps
for youth with severe emotional disturbance, as
well as helping in avoiding criminal justice in-
volvement.  It is funded with a 6-year, $9 million
grant from the federal government. 

Summaries from two regions — a continua-
tion from regional reports begun last issue of
Counterpoint — are summarized below.
Rutland:

The Rutland area program, operated by the
Boys and Girls Club, has opened “The Center,”
which offers services and is also the home base
for the outreach team. Staff includes Brooke
Nuckles, Director; Alisha Keel, Coordinator and
JOBS Case Manager; Sarah Schreiber, Peer Out-
reach Worker; and Teresa Felix, Cooking for Life
Coordinator. 

Some examples of activities or services at The
Center include cooking; budget and money man-
agement; internet access; rides to appointments,
and just “a safe place to hang out.” 
Orleans and Northern Essex Counties: 

Northeast Kingdom Community Action has
hired Brooke Everton as its team facilitator. An
outreach worker is also being hired. The NEKCA
Teen Center is the current focus for establishing
rapport with area youth. Brochures and flyers are
being developed, and connections are being made
with local agencies and organizations.
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by VIDA WILSON

RECOVERY ROAD

Damage: Written for Fellow Trauma Survivors

Having Bipolar Disorder requires a lot of
waiting…waiting for the moods to change, wait-
ing for the meds to work, waiting for doctors to
get back to us, waiting to receive benefits when
we apply, and waiting for the “other shoe to
drop.”

There is almost a constant aura hanging over
us as to whether we will be healthy as a commit-
ment approaches, a vacation gets near, or other
things approach that we want to do. It is a huge
waiting game.

Sometimes the waiting pans out and all is fine. 
At other times, we wait and are sorely disap-

pointed when an event comes up which we are
unable to attend because our symptoms get in the
way. Or a person in our life becomes disillu-
sioned with us because of our frequent bouts of
illness and a relationship dissolves. Or we wait
for an improvement that never comes from a
medication, therapy or other treatments.

Waiting and being disappointed is hard to
take. However, so often that is the nature of our
illness. The one thing we can count on, having
Bipolar Disorder, is that we can’t count on any-
thing. 

Wherever we are, we know that in time, that
will change. Our depressions don’t last for ever,
and that is hopeful. Our manias don’t last forever,
and again that is hopeful.  What is difficult is that
our periods of wellness don’t last forever either.
“How unfair!” we cry. We wonder what we did to
deserve this. Why so much change, so much up-
heaval? 

Bipolar is not for the fainthearted! 
We are put together in a glorious way, but it

comes at a cost. Many of us are creative, hard
workers, able to accomplish more than a major-

ity of people, and even, dare I say, smarter than
the average bear. 

It is a wondrous thing to have this spectrum of
moods and talents. It can be exciting to get close
to the top of our capabilities. Many people are not
able to tap into that ability, and they never expe-
rience the joys that we take for granted.

The downside is also a blessing in disguise. De-
pression also taps into depths of  parts of us that are
rich and inspiring, should we choose to hold on
dearly for the ride. No one wants to be depressed,
but again, most of us come out of depression wiser
and deeper and eager to really live again.

Mood swings come and go, and we wait them

Six long and painful years have passed. I
dared, once or twice, to believe it was over; the
pain, grief, memories, fears, nightmares, and the
desperate screaming emptiness of a heart’s hun-
gered longing for a love that can never again be
fulfilled.

Then there is the horror; yes, horror. When
awakening is more tortuous, more brutal and ag-
onizing than the worst of your nightmares, you
are indeed living in horror.

I have tried, with all the strength left within
me, to withstand and even challenge this horror.
Now, however, I have grown too weary, too
worn, of this seemingly never-ending battle for
just one moment in time in which I yearn to do
over, to “fix,” reform, amend, alter, to redeem.

But I cannot. And so I sit down in silence, with
my cup of tea, as I have every evening with the
same burning tears rolling down my cheeks; tears
of helplessness and anguish, over a love that
breathed life into my being with the touch of his
hand in mine, and then later, suddenly, cruelly,
would slay me with those same loving hands...

I prayed for some redemption from this cruel
twist of fate— a resurrection of my will to live
and to love, a reversal of the chain of events. It
was not to be. And so, tonight, as my tears once
again flow, and then harden even further what lit-

tle is left of my heart, I surrender. Tonight, I will
hold hands with this emptiness, this blackness,
this hollow horror; and I cannot breathe from the
pain of it, and all that remains is a hopeless, help-
less and massive grief.

And so I go to a place where a select few of
we trauma survivors know very well. It is the
“waiting place.” I lived there many years as an
abused and neglected child, and I go “home”
now, to live there again.

This is a place of numbness, dissociation, si-
lence and “magical thinking.” Its walls are only
grey. It is a place where little girls go to wait for
their “daddies” to come and rescue them from
bad mommies or step-fathers or uncles. Surely
“daddy” will come soon to rescue them and bring
them home where they belong, in their daddy’s
loving and strong arms.

This is a place where grown-up girls like me
also “wait,” except we know our “real” daddies
will never be coming. We have learned that
much, the hard way, and over so many years, so
many tears. We wait now for another fake daddy,
who will lie as he promises he loves us forever
and he will never leave us. We wait to hear an-
other fake daddy profess we are “beautiful, worth
it, special” and then, in the blink of an eye and
without a word of warning or explanation or

comfort, just abandon us, like trash in a bin.
Yes, we wait, even as we already know the

ending, that we will be lied to and tricked, used
and abandoned. Try to understand: for girls like
us, it is better to be loved and held and hear lov-
ing words, even for five seconds, than to never
have known the feelings of love at all. 

Because we are trusting, we believe, and as all
the fake daddies know, our need, our emptiness,
our hunger to be loved, and our naked childlike
trust is the very sword we ourselves fall upon.

Despite all of this, here is what I have felt in
my lifetime: I have felt joy, I have felt the sweet-
est piercing tenderest love of another human
being. I have felt ecstacy, I have felt warmth and
at least a glimpse of what a home in someone’s
arms could be like. I have felt happy, childlike
joy, playful, sexy, loved, adored, special, heard,
valued, seen — alive, so alive!

I have felt the deepest sense of being “in love”
ever in my lifetime. And yes, I still love that man.
These are the scales of justice. I received all of
this; and now, in the end, I return to “the wait.” In
the end I return “home” to the “waiting place”
once again, where surely, surely, my love will
come for me some day.

Vida Wilson has recently moved back to Ver-
mont from Massachusetts.

Waiting for the Other Shoe To Drop
by SUE HOHMAN

out. We hate to play that waiting game, but there
is no choice. We cannot see over the hill to where
and when our next mood will be. All we can do
is hang on tightly and live our life as deliberately
as we possibly can. 

Life is good when we radically accept that our
life involves a lot of waiting. We must simply
make sure that the waiting is as much a positive
part of our life as those things that we wait for. 

Life is every minute: the ups, the downs, the
wellness, the waiting. Let us make sure we expe-
rience the total ride. We only get one life, so
enjoy.

Sue Hohman writes from Bennington.

REFLECTIONS ON BIPOLAR DISORDER

What’s in a Word and Who Are ‘We’?
Give Your Opinion to the Federal Agency

The federal Substance Abuse and Mental Health Administration
(SAMHSA) has invited members of the mental health community to en-
gage in a discussion of the terms used to refer to individuals with psy-
chiatric diagnoses, their mental health challenges, and their recovery
journeys. “We need to find a way to talk about prevention, health, disor-
ders, disease, addiction, illness, and recovery so that we can address
the issues and not argue about what we mean,” a news release said. For
example, according to a list in SAMHSA News, the term “mental health”
leaves out mental illness, substance abuse or addictions, whereas “men-
tal illness” leaves out emotional well-being and prevention; “behavioral
health” implies chosen behaviors; and “substance use disorders” does
not acknowledge that a person can be abusing substances long before
she or he has a full-blown “disorder.” Comments about these and other
terms  can be sent to dialogue@samhsa.hhs.gov.
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WATERBURY — “Agree to the terms of the order... and they get to go
out.”

That’s the bottom line for Vermont State Hospital patients, who often
face a decision of accepting the restrictions the state wants on their lives,
or remaining locked up, committed to the state hospital.

Jack McCullough, an attorney who directs the Mental Health Law Proj-
ect for Vermont Legal Aid, presented that as part of an overview of what
an order of non-hospitalization is at a summer meeting of the Transforma-
tion Council. 

Commonly called by its initials — ONH — the order sets out condi-
tions that a person must follow if the court releases him or her from VSH.

McCullough said that Vermont’s law is essentially the same as what
other states call “outpatient commitment.” An individual is still under the
court’s control, but is receiving treatment as an outpatient.

What kinds of requirements are in ONHs?
The most common are requirements to take prescribed medication, fol-

low the treatment plan established by the local community mental health
agency, and meet all appointments.

If there are particular reasons for concern, the order could also include
restrictions on alcohol or drug use, possession of weapons, and even a re-
quirement for a specific place of residence. More often, the order requires
that the person lives in a place that the mental health agency agrees with.

Sometimes, an individual must also agree to a “quick return” provision. 
Usually, a person has a right to a hearing before an outpatient order can

be revoked, resulting in a return to VSH. Under a “quick return” provision,
the person agrees in advance to give up the right to a hearing.

That happens, McCullough said, when the state feels that the person
could become dangerous very quickly if not following the conditions of
the ONH, so the risk for release would be too great if there might be any
delay.

“Either you do this, or we take that away,” summarized Kitty Gallagher,
a consumer member of the Council. The Transformation Council is an ad-
visory body to the Commissioner of Mental Health.

She asked where the involvement of the consumer came in, because that
inclusion was “not working” at VSH.

McCullough said that federal rights were involved in the court pro-
ceedings that take place to issue the ONH.

“The law as written provides that the court can issue (an ONH),” he
said, without the person ever being hospitalized first, but usually, it occurs
by a legal agreement when being discharged.

Patients can refuse — and then the court decides whether they can be re-
leased and under what conditions.

“How would you like it” if the state had that level of control over your
life, Jean New, another consumer member, asked McCullough. “Some
things we’re talking about are unrealistic.”

“I wouldn’t like it, I agree,” he answered. His job is to “try to make sure
my clients know what they’re agreeing to.”

McCullough said that the use of ONH’s seem to be going up, most often
with persons who have a history of not following treatment plans after a
hospital stay. It “makes them (the state) confident they will follow up.”

Member David Gallagher said he had a friend who had been on an ONH
for ten years under the threat of accepting the terms or being re-hospital-
ized.

McCullough told the group that when the annual order is expiring, the
person has a court hearing and is represented by the Law Project’s attor-
neys.

“She puts up with it” rather than fighting it, Gallagher said.
Often, it can be hard to convince mental health agencies to agree to stop

pushing for extensions, McCullough said.
If all is going well with the ONH in place, they feel “why should we take

the chance of everything going wrong” by letting it drop?
One thing is clear: the Vermont Supreme Court has agreed that if a per-

son agrees to comply voluntarily, an ONH cannot be continued.
Another Council member shared her concern as a family member that

the more significant problem was with the failure of community agencies
to enforce an ONH. 

As a result, individuals end up homeless on the street without any help,
Joanna Cole said.

McCullough said that was a situation where an agency should “ramp up
their interactions” with the client to offer help, instead of making an ap-
plication to the court to revoke the ONH.

Cole said there were no standards for the state on how to respond, and
McCullough agreed that different agencies each have their own approach.

Kitty Gallagher asked if people recognize how long stigma applied,
and the effect of being on an ONH. It creates the idea that “everyone who
has a mental illness is considered dangerous,” and affects the responses by
police, hospitals and emergency responders.

“It’s all tied in,” she said.
Nick Emlen, however, is with the Council of Developmental and Men-

tal Health Agencies, and he said the case managers have a very different
perspective. They are under pressure from the state to file for revocation
of an order, even if they are saying, “just give me two weeks...” to keep try-
ing to engage a client.

“It’s a delicate balance,” said Leslie Tocci, speaking from a provider
perspective.

She said it was very frustrating seeing a person deteriorate, and also
dealing with the recognition of civil liberties, of the individual’s safety,
and of community safety.

Cole countered that “it’s very well known now” that there are many
people with mental illness “who do not realize they are sick.”

She said it was hard to understand why lawyers and judges were the
ones making medical decisions for those individuals.

Commitment is a “serious deprivation of someone’s liberty,” McCul-
lough answered.

He then continued further with the overview of what the law on ONHs
includes. Some years back, the law was changed to allow an involuntary
medication order to be combined with an ONH.

(Those orders could require that a person be brought into a hospital to
be forcibly medicated if they were not complying, and then be released, in-
stead of having an ONH revoked for noncompliance.)

“It makes the whole world your hospital” for involuntary medication
orders.

He said that at the time the new law was passed, the theory given for it
was to help close the state hospital by having fewer patients returning after
stopping medications.

That law was never put to use, he told the group.
Beth Tanzman, the Deputy Commissioner, who was chairing the meet-

ing, noted that there had been discussion about the relationship between
ONHs and the new recovery residences intended to replace some func-
tions of VSH — Second Spring and Meadowview.

McCullough challenged whether the secure residence now in the plan-
ning stages for the Waterbury grounds fit a definition of being a “more in-
tegrated setting” than the current hospital.

“It doesn’t look integrated” sitting in the same office complex, and if
it is not considered a hospital, everyone there will have to be on an ONH;
the state would have no authority to transfer them there otherwise, he said.

He wondered aloud if it was simply going to become “Brooks III” —
a new building that would add a unit to the current Brooks I and II.

Kitty Gallagher concluded the discussion by saying she agreed with an
earlier comment by Dr. Delores Burroughs-Biron, the Medical Director
for the Department of Corrections where she talked about working as a
system.

The issue is communication among all those involved in the system,
Gallagher said, instead of “the way professionals view peers (consumers)
as though they’re better than us.”

Heard of an ONH?
Helpful Tool, or One More Kind of Coercion?
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EDITORIAL

We Gotcha: Tased
About ten years ago, a man waving a knife in a

church in Brattleboro was threatening to kill himself.
When the police arrived, they shot him dead, claiming
they feared he was about to attack someone.

This summer, the Barre police faced a man that they
said they believed was about to cut his jugular vein to
commit suicide. They shot him with a Taser, an elec-
tronic weapon that briefly causes muscle spasms to stop
you in action.

There is no question that this was a better outcome.
If the facts are accurate —  that police believed he had
a knife to his throat and they had no other way to stop
him  —  it is probably a good example of when a Taser
can be lifesaving.The fact that it turned out that he did-
n’t have a knife to his throat doesn’t matter, if the po-
lice reasonably believed he did at that moment.
Unfortunately, the story neither began nor ended there.

The history  begins when Barre officers used a Taser
against a homeless woman when she was disobeyed an
order to leave a Dunkin’ Donuts. It was hard to see any
immediate risk being presented by trespassing, which
makes Barre’s policy on appropriate use of Tasers seem
heavy-handed.

The story  ended when the man was charged with
disorderly conduct. Charges were brought against him
in court for yelling at the officers when they surrounded
him and would not let him walk away. He had followed
their request that he remove his backpack. He asked if
he was under arrest, and they said he wasn’t. But then
they wouldn’t let him leave. He mouthed off at them.
That was the basis for the charge.

The officers knew he was having a mental health
crisis. They were responding because Washington
County Mental Health staff had called to report con-
cern, because he had called expressing suicidal
thoughts.

In other words, the only reason the police were there
— the only reason he was being stopped — was be-
cause he was having an emotional crisis, and they were
supposed to be coming to see if he needed help.

Sanity finally prevailed. It was not on the part of the
Barre police, nor on the part of the Washington County
District Attorney (who strenuously argued for the
charge to be upheld). It was when a judge said there
was clearly no evidence to uphold a charge of disor-
derly conduct. 

There are two possible lessons to be learned:
One lesson would be for people to learn that it’s a

risky idea to call anyone for help. The police might be
contacted, and you might end up with bigger troubles
than you started with. That outcome would be really,
really unfortunate.

The alternative might be requiring that law enforce-
ment receive more training about responding to people
having a mental health crisis. A free course developed
by consumers, providers, and police, is available at Ver-
mont’s Police Academy and elsewhere in the state on
request.

The basic concepts aren’t that tough:
Approach someone in crisis with a non-threatening

pose. Talk to the person by saying “we heard you might
be stressed and we’d like to help,” rather than “drop
your bag.”  React to yelling with a calm voice, instead
of threatening with a Taser. For followup, ask how
someone is doing, instead of charging him or her with
disorderly conduct. 

That sounds an awful lot like plain old common
sense. But if it takes training to learn those things, then
it’s training that is needed.

“They call us ‘loons.’ It’s called ‘projection.’”

by ELEANOR NEWTON

Musings on Women, and on Power

In this era when women’s issues are so
prominent, and in which we see a lot of bias
and prejudice, not to mention violence, peo-
ple need to be reminded that women are not
all alike. We are individuals. Some of us may
fit, more or less well, into one or another of
the stereotypes that men, especially, promote. 

You are either (1) an immoral vamp, (2) a
frustrated career “girl,” or (3) a frumpy do-
mestic drudge. If you play a musical instru-
ment in a mostly male band, it is to be
assumed that during breaks, you will be found
reading a romance novel. Hey, come on!

But we all fall for the stereotypes, to some
degree. Several women told me (back in the
‘fifties) that they preferred male bosses.

I have already had both good and bad
bosses, some male and some female. I prefer
a good (fair) boss any day, one who (among
other things) listens to me and does not ha-
rass. Gender is not relevant. Personality and
management style are.

During my second hospitalization, I was
privileged to share a table with two young
women and hoped we would be friends. 

When it came out that each had a serious
“mother-problem,” I was afraid they might
reject me on account of my age and gender,
since I was considerably older than they. For-
tunately, they did not transfer their negative
feelings to me.

Mother/daughter problems tend to arise
when the mother’s preconceived hopes are
unrealistic: she wants a frilly, feminine
daughter, and lo, a tomboy or a strictly tai-
lored type emerges! 

She wants her daughter to fulfill her own
dreams, but her daughter has a mind, and a
life, of her own. Or, her mother may not have
“been there” during her daughter’s child-
hood, or she may have been abusive or too
demanding. 

Mothers come with their own stereotypes
to embrace or to alter to meet their own or
their families’ needs. Mothers do not all
“mother” alike, and they don’t have to as

long as they meet the needs of their children.
Even so, it is still true that women are more

like other women than like men, and stereo-
types do arise from observation — and gener-
alization from that. But we still have to
understand ourselves better and help others to
do so, too. We have a long way yet to go!

In my search for answers to human psy-
chology, I encountered the idea that people
who enjoy hurting other people must suffer
from  serious inferiority complexes. 

Making others suffer gives them a feeling
of power, which relieves the feeling of inferi-
ority.  If they were Christians, it could not
have that effect: it would give them guilt feel-
ings, hence intensify the feelings of inferiority.
People who believe in magic, horoscopes, nu-
merology, etc., do so because of feelings of
powerlessness and a search for answers be-
yond what science, common sense, and other
sources outside of themselves can offer.

Some seek answers in joining groups that
promote causes they believe in. But groups are
made up of fallible human beings and even
one person can sometimes destroy effective-
ness of the group, defeating its original pur-
pose.

In other musings, I considered the sugges-
tion that people who do not let other people
disagree with them are immature, as this is 5-
year-old behavior. It also leads to intolerance,
favoritism, cruelty and more. It prevents any
new ideas from getting through, as it blocks
communication. 

He who has lost or relinquished his free-
dom to do what he knows is right has no free-
dom at all, for that is the definition of
freedom.

Eleanor Newton is a long-time contributor
to Counterpoint and a member of its Editorial
Board. 

She lives in Williston.

COMMENTARY
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To the Editor:
The Vermont State Legislature failed to pass

a resolution for a formal apology to the institu-
tionalized Vermonters who were coerced, unwit-
ting victims of sterilization.

Plans to replace the Vermont State Hospital re-
main stalled. Excuses and political mumbo-
jumbo about the complexities involved abound. 

Does anyone actually believe that if Montpe-
lier really wanted to address these issues, they
couldn’t?

Two words in the resolution of apology made
it impossible to bring it to the floor of the Legis-
lature: Coercive and unwitting. These two words
are far too risky to allow because they open a
much uglier can of worms. The good ole boy net-
work is alive and well in Vermont. Its influence
extends far beyond Vermont’s borders.

How many consumers of Vermont’s mental
health system believe that their needs, their opin-
ions or their rights as citizens matter to those who
control the mental health system? There are mul-
tiple agendas at work.

CMS [Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services] understand the ugly realities at work in
Vermont. DOJ [Department of Justice] has its
own agenda. I don’t hesitate to say this. I’ve
made my feelings known to DOJ.

The same old story continues. It’s like reading
a one-act play over and over. Vermont’s mental
health crisis extends all the way to Washington,
D.C. and beyond.

The state of Vermont belongs to its people. Its
people do not belong to the state. Vermont is a
state of perpetual denial. Why stop now? It’s
worked for decades.

For those in Montpelier who genuinely seek
change, I wish you luck. But then, you already
know what you’re up against. 

It’s a sad commentary that there are still
elected officials who choose to go along to get
along. Don’t come knocking on my door when
you seek office again. You won’t get elected on

my vote. I give it at least two more governors be-
fore there’s even the slightest chance that VSH
will be replaced. 

Even then, that good ole boy network will
never give up its power and self-interests in the
lives of Vermonters. There’s simply too much at
stake.

The never-ending story continues. On and on
and on.

KAREN WETMORE
Rutland

Why No Apology for Sterilizations? 

The Mentally Ill Always Get
The Short End of the Stick
To the Editor:

The mentally ill always get the short end of
the stick. I am rather severely and persistently
mentally ill and I have been all my life; always
mistreated and abused.

I have seldom ever had a decent, compassion-
ate employer. As a result, I’ve had menial hard
labor jobs with no benefits. One job I worked at
for eight months, and I was never paid until
months later!

To make matters worse, I had a two-year tug-
of-war getting my pay entered on my earnings
record.

Now, I only work four hours per week for a
non-profit. The boss cut my hours in half fifteen
months ago, and I have no hope of getting them
back. Still my work load remains the same. Have
to rush and prioritize!

On the other hand, if I lose this job (custo-
dian), I’ll be permanently unemployed. My age
of 64 will work against me, too.

In stark contrast, my older brother has a full
time security guard job at a local battery plant.
He receives two weeks of paid vacation every

year. He receives birthday cards from his co-
workers, with money included. They even share
dinners with him.

I never receive any of these perks. I have to
take peanut better and jelly sandwiches and sand-
wich crackers to work. Many days now, I skip
lunch and come home exhausted.

I feel bitter and somewhat envious.
Back in school, my teachers would not bother

with me, either. And I had partial learning dis-
abilities. Had it not been for my mother’s assis-
tance in tutoring me, I would have been a ninth
grade dropout.

And I was constantly bullied and harassed,
even in elementary school.

Even all the surrounding neighbors mistreat
and abuse me. If I vent out, while outdoors, they
get on my case. They will not even let me bor-
row their lawn mower, when I need to once in a
while.

When I go grocery shopping, I am often over-
charged for specially priced items.

RICHARD A. WILLIAMS
Bennington

Combining
Agencies Could
Save State Funds
To the Editor:
Regarding “Challenges for Change” [Vermont’s
Program to save money through new ideas for ef-
ficiency]:

There are 14 counties in Vermont. I think there
ought to be seven CEOs, CFOs and CRT Direc-
tors in the community mental health system.

The state could save millions of dollars plus
benefits and put those current unnecessary dol-
lars into a better state hospital, consumer pro-
grams, housing and group homes. If the state had
more group homes, VSH wouldn’t be necessary.

If the state hospital remains full, the Depart-
ment of Mental Health and the state are over-
looking things and not looking into recovery.
From a consumer point of view in Lamoille
County, the community mental health center
would be a lot better if we were under Washing-
ton County.

Example: Windham - Windsor, one; Lamoille
-Washington, one; Orleans - Caledonia, one; Rut-
land - Addison, one; Chittenden; Franklin; Or-
ange.

This approach would save money, need less
staff, and fewer benefits.

In closing, I would like the department, Ver-
mont Psychiatric Survivors, and all CRT con-
sumers to know I live in Morrisville, located in
Rutland County. I am a CRT state advocate.

SCOTT THOMPSON
Morrisville

Your Opinions Matter Here.
Speak Out, Speak Freely, in Counterpoint

We welcome your letters! Your name and phone number must
be enclosed to verify authorship, but may be withheld from pub-
lication if requested.  Write to: Counterpoint, 1 Scale Ave, Suite
52, Rutland, VT 05701 or by email to counterp@tds.net. 
The editor reserves the right to edit overly long, profane, or li-
belous submissions. Letters should not identify private third par-
ties. Opinions expressed by contributors reflect the
opinions of the authors, and should not be taken as a po-
sition of Counterpoint.

How Is the Right To Sleep Protected?
To the Editor:

Where do patients’ rights start and end?
As a patient in the Vermont State Hospital, I

have a question regarding patients’ rights. New
patients who are admitted are frequently noisy or
acute. This tends to disturb those patients who
have been properly medicated and are seeking a
sound sleep at night. 

While I understand that the noisy patients
have a right to vent, do not those trying to sleep

also have a “right” to a peaceful, quiet rest?
It seems that the noisemakers have a greater

right than those being awakened in the middle of
the night. This can then lead to a problem the next
day due to a lack of adequate sleep the night be-
fore.

Can someone please tell me where one per-
son’s rights begin and another’s end?

MARK SAILOR
Waterbury



The Creator built a great box with an enormous
number of rooms. Each room had at least one door
which could be opened by pushing a button. The Cre-
ator then brought two young rats, one male, one fe-
male. He held them gently in His great hands and
spoke to them softly yet firmly, so they would under-
stand every word.

“I am giving you and your descendants this great
world I have built for you. It will give you all you need
and protect you from harm if you and your descen-
dants treat it well and wisely. Do not in any way abuse
it! 

“You will find in this great world I have constructed
for you all the food you need to eat.  All you have to
do is press a button in any of the rooms and food will
flow in abundance to you. The same for water, warm
or cold. 

“Many of the rooms are filled with materials for you
to build and weave with and to create your tools and
beautiful things. But beware. There is only a limited
amount of these materials and you must use and re-
cycle them wisely and not waste them.

“Your air will be forever pure if you do not pollute
it and it will come plentifully and freely to you and your
descendants.

“You will always have light that will diminish by it-
self during your sleep periods and come back brightly
when you are to awake.

“The temperature in your new world is set to keep
you and your descendants forever comfortable. Do
nothing foolish that would change this!

“I have also set in certain rooms the means for you
and your progeny to have or not have children.
Choose wisely in this most important decision.

"Since you will not be able to bury your dead, I
have devoted many rooms for the purpose of inciner-
ating your deceased with dignity. There will be spe-
cial small furnaces in these rooms, run by buttons,
which I have provided with an endless source of fuel,
as well as devices to remove the smoke and ashes
so they will not pollute your world.

“I have also provided you with special toilets and
facilities to remove your wastes. Do not abuse them!
They, too, will be run by buttons.

“There is one very, very important warning I must
give you. In the center of this great mansion with
many many rooms that I have created for you and
your offspring, there is one room, it’s warning plainly
marked in your rat language. that you and your prog-
eny must never, never enter! 

“You must teach this, above all the things I have
told you, to your young. Teach them all that I have
taught you, but instruct them above all that no rat is
ever to enter this marked and forbidden room! Ever!

"Now," said the Creator. lowering the two young
rats gently into one of the outer rooms by opening its
roof, “I give you and yours this beautiful mansion, this
great world. Treat it wisely and it will serve you well for
uncounted rat ages and your race will be glorified. 

Then the
Creator told
the two young
rats, “After a
time, I shall re-
turn to see
how well you
have used
your world. I
have not given
you all the
k n o w l e d g e

you will need. But I have given you the brains to get
it and grow in true wisdom! Prosper!"  

Then he closed the roof, locked it from the outside,
and left. The two young rats were left on their own.

Both rats remembered vividly how, weeks before,
the Creator had placed spoon-like objects  covered
with wires and lights upon their heads, teaching them
many things about surviving, how to make tools, even
a rat language of their own that they could read
through symbols as well as speak and understand
with squeaks. 

He had even taught them to understand His own
deep thunderous language which, despite its loud-
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The Rat Box
beautiful rat art, but the rats had also become much
more efficient in their work, having developed a divi-
sion of labor that was also well integrated into serving
an optimum of rat consumption and pleasure. 

Please note that the important word here is “plea-
sure,” not “happiness.” Some might consider the two
words coextensive, but there is a subtle difference. To
be truly happy, one has to have reached a contented
objective; but pleasure only demands more pleasure
and more and more, all in search of a contented ob-
jective that never comes.

So it was with the rats. As their universe became
more crowded, and the competition increased in their
work and search for pleasure, they began to change.

Only the wisest
rats noticed the
changes, but the
majority of the
rats ignored the
wisest’s warn-
ings. Wisdom is
the capacity to
gauge and begin
to understand
the future by
being able to an-
alyze the long
spans of time
uniting past to

present to future, but most of the rats had unfortu-
nately been imbued by their Creator with minds hav-
ing attention spans that were too short and
analytically inadequate for the new world their ad-
vancing technology and exploding’ numbers were cre-
ating. And, just as, ominously, that technology and
overpopulation were interfacing in an increasingly ex-
panding feedback that seemed to believe it could go
on forever.

The rats believed firmly and confidently in their
great material prosperity and if one could have spo-
ken with most of them at this point in their history, the
rats would have been overwhelmingly optimistic in
their future. But an astute observer would have no-
ticed a certain amount of uncertainty, perhaps even
of trepidation, in their growing rat literature. The rats
were no longer just asking “how” but also “why.”

And, as more and more rooms kept filling up, and
the materials’ storage rooms emptied in the increas-
ingly wild search for pleasure and comfort, the rats
slowly began to notice that it was not all rats in the
crowded rooms, but also those products of all mind-
less over-consumption: garbage and pollution. The
rats were not obeying the Creator’s admonition to use
their resources and environment wisely. 

The rat rooms were getting cluttered and mal-
odorous; indeed, these conditions were actually forc-
ing the rats to colonize new rooms even more
frenetically, and leaving the rooms they had been in
filled with teeming over-competitive rats living in in-
creasing filth and smell, only to go on to blaspheme
new, clean rooms with the same sins they had com-
mitted in the rooms they had just left. And rat life
began to be gradually, then more rapidly, altered in
the rats’ increasing frenzy for over-consumption and
pleasure. Rat living changed in ways that were any-
thing but pleasurable.

In the early days of their existence in the world the
Creator had given them, the rats loved and respected
each other in the spacious, uncrowded, uncluttered,
and clean place that world was then. But as conditions
became more crowded, it was as if some kind of ugly,
restless, and hyperactive fever began to seize the rats.

Dominant males began to exercise their control vi-
olently over weaker males and to take, by whatever
means they wished, those females they desired. Bru-
tal crimes by rats against each other had, in earlier
days, been no more than a few bites to establish ter-
ritorial rights; now, it was much worse as the rooms
filled up and a seemingly unlimited competition for
survival and pleasure increased rapidly. Rapes be-
came much more frequent and vicious. Unfair expro-
priation of food, water, and artifacts by the most
dominant from the weakest became commonplace. 

“The young rats’ room 
was beautiful, warm, comfortable.”

SECOND PLACE — Prose                                  by PATRICK WILLIAM BRADLEY Jr.

“There were great ruling, socioe-
conomic groups which concerned
themselves only with the bottom

line of present profits.”

(Continued on page 17)

ness to their tiny ears, had a gentleness in it, a great
love, which He had imparted to them that they might
share it with their own kind.  

It was not long before the young female began to
make a nest for her coming babies with fur plucked
from her own body. The young rats’ room was beau-
tiful, warm, comfortable. Its predominant color was a
gentle blue. The young rats were very happy. It may
seem strange but they had no urges to press the but-
ton next to the closed door in their room, a door which
led to a universe of rooms on the other side of their
spacious wall. They were happy and content to live in
their room and use its food, water and toilet facilities,
and raise their coming family in peace.

And, come that family did! Ten pink little baby rats,
writhing to get at their good mama’s nipples and
healthy as could be. Daddy Rat proudly brought his
very occupied mate some of the delicious grain and
vitamins that constantly refilled the tray at the other
end of the room, depositing the food and supplements
from his mouth next to the hungry Mama Rat busily
nursing her babies.

This, then, was the beauteous dawn of their world.
Spacious, peaceful, adequate in everything. In the en-
suing weeks there was both joy and sadness in that
simple world. Some of the babies got sick and died in
the succeeding litters. The rats had been given the
beginning knowledge of how to care for their own
kind, but this knowledge had yet to evolve in how to
save as many of their kind, young and old, from dis-
ease as could possibly be done. 

But as the rats grew in knowledge, this would
greatly, change. Now, all they could do was sadly cre-
mate their biological mistakes. However, this was
counterbalanced by the joy of the rats, young and old,
to see the succeeding generations grow and multiply.
What else is life but a mixture of joy and sadness?

After the passage of an appropriate amount of
time, it was the moment for the crowded rats to move
to another room. The urge to push the door button
had come.

The rats found themselves in another and much
larger room as soon as the door opened. This room
had doors and buttons in all its walls. One wall had
rat language symbols that identified the room behind
it as a materials storehouse for the rats to use in mak-
ing tools and other artifacts. The opposite wall’s sym-
bols indicated the room behind it was a kind of
primitive medical laboratory and hospital. The far wall
had no symbols and its door was assumed by the
happy rats to be an entrance to further living space
and more wonders.

It would have seemed that the much larger room
would have taken a good deal longer to fill with rats
than the first room because of its greater size, but that
was not the case. The rats used the side room con-
taining materials to make simple tools, weave pretty
clothing for their bodies, even to make some primitive
rat art. The other room they used to improve their
health, and this they learned fast. More babies sur-
vived and adult rats lived much longer and had more
and bigger families. The rats proved themselves really
clever in making medicines out of herbal teas that pro-
longed their happier and healthier lives. 

As it turned out, it took only half the time to fill the
far larger room with teeming rats than it had taken the
first and much smaller room. And it was not long until
the rats exhausted the materials in the storage and
medical rooms. It was time for the growing rat popu-
lation to move on into the room or rooms behind the
unmarked wall.

This they did, with a kind of celebration that comes
only to the curious hoping to discover something new
and wondrous. But, while the rooms they began to fill
with their ever-increasing numbers offered new tools
and material marvels they had never seen before,
there was something, well, a little boring and redun-
dant about the lifestyles of the rats now.

True, they were making great cultural advances
and preserving those advances for future generations
by writing, them down in their rat language. The rats
had discovered not only how to work for each other,
their money being extra portions of grain, or tools, or
fine clothes, or perhaps their ever more complex and
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Poverty began to spread as rat society concen-
trated its technological advances, artifacts, food,
water, and other wealth into the jaws and paws of
fewer and fewer well-off, super-dominant rats. All the
while, the rat population further exploded and more
and more rooms were burst into by the feverish
masses of rats. And what was saddest in all this was
that only the wisest – who went unheeded – realized
that loss of spatial-temporal territoriality was turning
many rats mentally into rabid sociopaths.

One might ask why the rats did not suspect that
their overpopulation was at the heart of most, if not
all, of their problems. Well, there were several rea-
sons.

First, the rats’ minds, except for those of the wis-
est, were ill-adapted to concentrate on long-term
problems more than a few weeks in length. Overpop-
ulation had rather sneaked up on the rats, then
grabbed control of most of them in the worst possible
way by seeming to be either nonexistent and, for
many, being ridiculously out-of-sight and so, out-of-
mind.

Then, there was the question of morality. Yes, the
rats had developed a moral system the Creator and
their innate natures, as well as culture, had instilled
in them. Protection of fertility and the young had been
strongly ingrained in the rats, and the Creator had en-
joined the rats to respect and care for both as well as
each other generally. There were, in the great rat
mansion, several super-dominant male rats who com-
municated to their fellow and sister, rats what their be-
havior, sexual and otherwise, should be. 

The spiritual leader of most of the rats was one pa-
triarchal rat called in the rat language, Chrrr, or, the
Great Spiritual Leader. He claimed to represent the
Creator, and interpreted the rat mansion, though he
should have known better, as unlimited in space, re-
sources, and adaptability, and warned the rats not to
limit their procreativity in any way artificially or delib-
erately abort their young, Chrrr told his rats they could
limit their numbers by cumbersome, and often inef-
fective, natural means – but definitely no artificial
ones. 

This was most confusing to many rats respecting
Chrrr’s pronouncements as final: why one method
was moral and the other not, especially, if the latter
had been made possible by the Creator. But Chrrr,
who ruled his rats through male moral leaders only,
was adamant. Any rat who limited his or her family by,
any unapproved means was doomed to a horrible,
dark place of endless pain after dying unrepentant.

When some of his followers complained that such
a policy was dooming the rats to increased crowding,
poverty, pollution and violence, Chrrr replied the rat
mansion and its resources could support many more
millions of rats and that overpopulation was a myth.
And that was that!

He was infallible and, any follower who disagreed
was damned to the dark place after death! Nonethe-
less, many of his followers limited their families by the
devices given them by the Creator. But many, many
more, most of them poor in wealth and wisdom, or
both, did not and their numbers prevailed in greatly
inflating the population balloon.

Then, there were great ruling, socioeconomic
groups like the Grrr who really ran rat society. Trans-
lated, Grrr in rat language meant “Unlimited Growth is
Always Good.” These super-dominant and wealthiest
rats were the first to advocate pushing into new rooms
as rapidly as possible. They also maintained that the
resource rooms be emptied quickly of their contents
solely for mindless, pleasurable consumption and
also with no regard for the future as they relentlessly
pushed the idea that rats were so clever and the man-
sion so large that rats would always have the brains
to adapt and develop new resources out of what the
Grrr said to be the inexhaustible gifts of the resource
rooms. 

The Grrr revered as their ultimate gods Profit and
Pleasure both to a maximum degree, and concerned
themselves only with the bottom line of present prof-
its and not at all with the bottom line of some unim-
portant future, the environment, or even the
consequences of mindless over-consumption. Any rat
who challenged the Grrr on these matters, and what
these matters were doing to the rats and the rat man-
sion, was dismissed as a subversive to the Good Life
and rat society in general and considered to be part of
a lunatic fringe.

But there was an old, gnawing rumor believed by
a few intellectual, rats that Chrrr and Grrr had long

The Rat Box
(Continued from page 16)

acted in collusion, Grrr giving wealth to Chrrr and his
followers to have the followers produce, through
Chrrr’s tearful warnings of otherworldly, eternal pun-
ishment if they did not, more and more descendants
for Grrr’s sweatshops and slave factories in the rat
box. However, no one could prove it, so it remained
just that –  a little-known rumor.

As rat society became more and more crowded
and overpopulated, things began to appear that the
rats had never known when their population had been
small and they had had ample living space. Female
rats, when uncrowded, rarely have spontaneous
abortions. Now, among the swarming rats bursting
into every imaginable living space in order to escape
the increasingly unlivable conditions of their garbage-
ridden and overcrowded rat box world, females were
aborting and abandoning their young at alarming rate. 

Most of the abortions and abandonments were
due to the stress and increasingly unhygenic condi-
tions building in the horrendous rat environment. But
the rats had also learned to make medicinal teas that
were abortificants and were using them more often. 

Despite the ranting of Chrrr and some of his fol-
lowers, who condemned abortion as the ultimate sin
while really helping to produce the demographic
nightmare that made abortion all the more palatable
to desperate females who now could hardly feed
themselves adequately, much less nurse their young,
abortions, both through miscarriages and by abortifi-
cants, increased explosively. Yet, the breeders still
outnumbered the non-breeders by at least ten-to-one
and the overpopulation continued to balloon astro-
nomically.

The Creator had promised the rats that their envi-
ronment, if cared for wisely, would provide them with
all their needs for countless rat ages. But now, with
their mindless and stupid over-propagation, greed,
and over-consumptive pleasure-seeking at any cost,

the rats were denying themselves –  not the Creator
denying them – their promised heritage. 

The food bins could not provide enough nourish-
ment for the massing rats, and much of what was
poured forth was seized and hoarded by the most
dominant males who protected their hoards most vi-
olently. Many rats starved or were ill-fed and sickly.
The production of water suffered the same fate – not
enough for the teeming horde and rationed so the
most privileged dominants received the most abun-
dant portions of what water still remained unpolluted
by the accumulating feces and garbage. The domi-
nants also availed themselves of the best medical
care and many rats went untreated in a rapidly aging
population.

Needless to say, such conditions made the death
rate soar. But the birth rate was still far ahead of the
death rate, at least for the time being, even though
the worsening health conditions were producing an
increasingly ideal pool of sick rats for new diseases,
some of them never seen before, to flourish in. 

If the rats had continued in their follies as they
were doing, a biological catastrophe surely would
have, at some point in time, overwhelmed their whole
society, with deaths far surpassing births and the born
soon dying. But the rats, with their limited minds and
unable as a group to gauge exponentially their dan-
gerous predicament and to prepare truly for their fu-
ture needs and fate, would, eventually prove to
behave even more foolishly than they already had, as
if that could be possible!

For it came to pass that the rats ran out of rooms
– that is, all but one: The room in the exact middle of
the rat box, which the Creator had forbidden them to
enter. The rats had passed down, more or less, per-
fectly, the Creator’s warning to countless generations.
But now, all rats, at least all in the front ranks of the
advancing, thrashing mob, could see the forbidden
room’s outer wall and the huge, black symbols that
absolutely forbade any entry into the room. The sym-

“The rats could see the huge, black symbols that
absolutely forbade any entry into the room.”

bols were spread everywhere on the enormous, cir-
cular waIl at the center of the rat box universe. There
were no doors.

For a moment – an eternity it seemed –  the rat
population almost hushed its pervasive din. Word
quickly spread through the ranks that the forbidden
room had been reached and that all the other rooms
had been filled. Then, the frenzied behavior began
once more.

By this time, needless to say, rat life had become
absolutely bestial. Sex with anyone, anything, canni-
balism, ever more abundant and frequent rapes of
both sexes and other violent crimes, all flourished in
increasing speed and violence especially now that the
rats knew their society was at its spatial-temporal lim-
its. The rats even bit the tails off each other and
thrashed themselves with the severed, bloody tails! 

Prober rats, a new psychotic breed, invaded nests
and devoured the helpless young still alive. The rats’
death-lives had become bedlam and anarchy, with the
dominants all the more, perverted in holding on to
their enclaves of diminishing power and wealth. 

Not all dominants were lucky. Chrrr, last heard
screaming in loud squeaks, “Breed, damn you, breed,
I am infallible, infallible, I say!", was overwhelmed by
his followers as well as non-followers and eaten alive.
And most of the Grrr reduced to abject want when
their market collapsed to zero, were forced to devour
each other and rat shit to survive.

It was also getting harder to breathe, and consid-
erably warmer. The air and temperature control sys-
tems in the rat box were being, overtaxed by the
demands of the swarming, squirming explosion of
rats. Rats now were dying from many causes such as
starvation, contagion. and crime but also beginning to
drop due to foul air. 

Long ago, the incinerators to burn the dead had
been overburdened and now the deceased were
being stacked up in special rooms that no rat dared
enter except to deposit new bodies. The stench was
so bad that these rooms were marked with warnings
and their doors kept locked at all times except when
it was necessary to bring in corpses – if those cadaver
had not already been gobbled by hungry cannibals
that roamed everywhere, attacking not only the dead
but the living!

How to describe the awful, exploding frenzy of the
dying rats but as an infinity of hells? The suffering was
unspeakably intense and growing exponentially as
horror upon horror multiplied.

Finally, the furor became so great that the rats
began gnawing and smashing with their sheer weight
at the wall of the forbidden room. There was no
thought of fear left among the insane rats. Survival
had become a mindless reaction to their horrendous
situation.The wall finally gave way with a thunderous
crash and the milling pile of diseased and dying rat
monsters burst into the forbidden room. They were
astounded for a moment at what they saw.

Inside was a huge array of machines with written
warnings not to touch as they were powered by poi-
sonous, invisible light that could explode. These ma-
chines were the heart and brains governing the entire
rat box’s complex apparatus. But this did not stop the
ravenously mad rats for long. 

The mob had become a universally autistic mass
of cliques and sociopaths hating everyone, every-
thing, and themselves. They could no longer see be-
yond their own navels or even reason.So they began
to dismantle the rods and other parts of the machines,
throwing them in flames at each other! The disman-
tlers and their targets quickly died by the hundreds.
The war now had new weapons besides teeth and
claws. Suddenly a huge explosion evaporated every-
thing in one incredible mushroom cloud and flash of
light! The machinery had become so unstable as to
blow up. The orgy of pain and foolishness had ended
in this merciful awesomeness.

The creator looked on from afar as the huge cloud
arose and spread across the barren plain. And he felt
deeply sorry not to have given His subjects more wis-
dom to go along with their free wills, having relied too
much on their supposed intelligence He had imbued
them with from the beginning.

The Creator walked away, weeping bitterly. 

Patrick William Bradley Jr. is from St. Albans

(Inspired by the brilliant research with overcrowded
small mammals done by my friend and mentor, Dr. John B.
Calhoun, considered by some the Father of Modern Crimi-
nology. His experiments decades ago predicted modern
problems of an overpopulated world and warned the human
race it now was at crossroads leading to an incredible
golden age if it changed its behavior for the better, or un-
speakable catastrophe if it did not.)
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Seventeen
The year was 1971, and I had just

turned seventeen. 
I recall the intoxicating champagne feel-

ing of anticipation; the sweet as nectar an-
ticipation of a whole life, as yet unwritten and
spread before me like a pure white virgin
canvas. 

I was the artist with brush in hand, breath-
less, hopeful, free to create whatever “mas-
terpiece” of a life I so pleased; to splash the
first stroke of color on this waiting canvas.

My first brush stroke turned out to be my
first solo vacation, post-high school gradua-
tion. I drove up to Maine and stayed in a
quaint little bed and breakfast alone, for a
few nights near Ogunquit Beach. 

It was October and I, in my contrary style,
loved the beach in off-season and Maine in
October was perfect for the pensive solitary
mood I was in. 

I remember exactly what I wore that first
day on the beach: my fitted denim jeans, a
mandatory brown flannel shirt, and a Marilyn
Monroe-style cardigan cable-knit sweater
way big for me, which was how I had liked it.
The final touch was my prized pair of leather
lace-up knee high boots, very in at that time.
Oh, lest I forget, to “top” things off, I wore my
Alaska style fur-trapper hat, very Maine.

I had come to Ogunquit to breathe in the
salty sea air, to feel the freedom, to have
time and space and air to plan that future of
mine, to consider that blank, waiting canvas
— waiting for me to make it beautiful! Free-
dom, youth and possibility.

To celebrate this sweet beginning of the
rest of my life, I decided, in an instant, to
throw off my hat and gloves, untie my boot
laces and leave my boots and things lying
the sand, and suddenly, suddenly, I began to
run. 

I felt a pull to run, like a wild horse might
feel. I needed to run fast, faster, then faster
still, way, way down along Ogunquit beach,
towards what simply felt like to me was my
future, my life. As I ran, I breathed in deeply
the sweet salty air; I felt the strength and
freedom of my strong and healthy legs be-
neath me that could carry me wherever I
wanted to go. 

I felt a deep joy that I still do not quite
have words to describe, except to say that it
felt like purity, a playfulness, an innocence
and a complete unworried feeling of free and
unencumbered carelessness! For the world
and all its treasures and surprises were still,
as yet, undiscovered  by me.

As my long brown hair tumbled and
danced in the sea wind behind me as I ran,
and as my Marilyn Monroe-style sweater
flew open in the ocean air, I knew for certain
that anything and everything was open and
possible to me, if only I reached out.

My world felt pregnant with possibility, and
it felt to me that the arms of the world and
nature itself had opened up to take me in, to
welcome me to this place. It was on that day,

that beach, that seventeen showed me its
full and magical beauty.

I’ve wondered many times since that day,
if I had known then how it would all have
turned out, would I have done anything dif-
ferently? As we all know, life has a way of hi-
jacking us when we least expect, and then
taking us on 20, 30, even 50-year rides to
wherever until we wake up at 40 or 50 or 60
and we don’t have the slightest clue what hit
us. 

All we know is that the sweet fragrant wisp
of that ethereal and sublimely beautiful and
irreplaceable time of seventeen in our lives is
now become just a memory of a sweet glori-
ous cloud, or stream of fireworks trailing be-
hind us; a shooting star that we remember
for second and then it’s gone. 

But we continue in vain to search for its
beauty and glory just one more time, just one
more time. The butterfly we long to hold in
our hand, but can never quite catch, the
faded hopes, dreams and desires of the
longed for life we were sure we could and
would attain at seventeen.

It is 40 years later now, and once
again I stand alone on Ogunquit Beach in
Maine on a cold, late October afternoon,
staring out again, as at 17, at the horizon of
my future, whatever is left of it.

Again, I am wearing my denim jeans, my
faded flannel shirt and my weathered, torn
and very old Marilyn Monroe-style cardigan
cable-knit sweater. My worn out leathered
lace-up boots still fit, and with the tourists
gone, I am mostly alone. But in the back-
ground I sense some force or presence.

It is her. I know it for sure. I feel her heart-
beat as it it were my own. Her heartbeat is
like a familiar song from long ago, a lull-a-
bye I learned by heart. She is here with me
now. I am certain of it, and I begin to cry.

She asks me, “Why do you cry, dear?”
“I miss you, that’s why! I miss the real me,

the real me that is in you, the real me that
could’ve been, that real me is you and you
are frozen there at 17. And I’ve tried so hard,
but I can’t get you back. I’ve tried, I’ve tried.”

I bury my head in my hands and cry
harder, “Just look at me! I have not lived up
to your dreams and wishes my dear friend! I
am a failure! I am lost, lost, so, so lost. I am
a nothing.”

As I cried, a profound and deep grief and
sorrow filled my heart and spirit and soul. A
long silence followed and the sea wind
howled, the waves rhythmically, surely
pounded onto the shore. 

But an angel takes my hand now, and
warms and holds it tenderly in hers. This
angel smiles at me like the brilliance of a
thousand suns. The she giggles playfully,
melodically, carefree as an innocent child.

She whispers, “C’mon, get up. Please get
up. Let’s go.” I am so tired and confused and
discouraged, but somehow I totally trust her

and obey and stand. She grips my hand
tighter in hers, lovingly, protectively.

“C’mon, throw off those boots of yours
and that hat and those scarves.”

“But I am so cold,” I counter quickly, but
weakly.

She only giggles again in answer to me,
“not for long!”  She starts to lead me down
the beach, hand in hand. “We’re starting
over, Sweetie. You and me, we’re starting
once again!”

There was something miraculous, sacred
in her innocent lovely face so untainted by
future, by the world I had since seen, that
gave me a flicker of hope.

Yet I said in response, “I can’t start again,
how could I? It’s too late, I’m too old. Look at
me! Look at me ! Just please look!” 

So she did look.
The Angel took my face fully in her ivory

soft hands and held up a giant mirror that
seemed to appear out of nowhere.

“Okay, I’m looking. Now, you look at your-
self,” she tenderly commanded. “Please, just
look at yourself one more time.”

I shook my head in disgust. “I don’t want
to. I’m not young anymore, or beautiful like
you. I’m old, gray, wrinkled. I’m ugly.”

The Angel softly and calmly lifted my head
and directed me to gaze in her mirror. 

“Just this once, trust me dear, just trust.”
I grudgingly lifted my gaze upwards and

did not recognize the girl I saw staring back
at me through that mirror. Then I recognized
her in the next instant. She was me, at 17.
The me I had been on that beach nearly 40
years ago. How could I still be so lovely, so
young, so new, so angelic at my age?

“It must be a trick,” I said to her skeptically,
“some kind of an illusion.”

She just smiled like the sun and an-
swered, “No, my dear, no illusion, it indeed
is you.”

“But how?@ I asked. “How?”
The Angel’s face shone even brighter,.

“Don’t you see, this is not an illusion, but the
reflection of the real you, the heart of you,
the seventeen-year-old girl who is and al-
ways will be 17, no matter how many years
go by. The same girl who ran down this
beach 40 years ago so happy and full of
promise is the same girl you are standing
right here, right now. 

“I am here now to remind you that I am
one with you, and you with me. We are sev-
enteen and I am alive and well and living in
your heart, spirit and soul in every fiber of

(Continued on page 19)



Like a bird soaring high in the sky,
fleeing from fears of tears left uncried,
of memories which permeate the cellular “I.”
I am a true “Miss American Pie,”
wondrously escaping the day that I died.
Reflections of my life are teasing, taunting me.
Relentless, resilient, they beckon my soul to see.
Soliciting surrenders of secrets to set my spirits free,
connecting confusion from contusions, a new ability,
defying darkness and despair, drawing a new identity.

I face monsters, slay demons, I fight all the way,
surviving the struggle of sorrow before it surfaces and succumbs to the day.
Tenaciously transforming tumultuous terror, as tenderness and trust are swayed,
painfully provoking impenetrable passions of feelings I ultimately betray,
aided by favorite songs from the past, within which I hear it, I fear it, I pray.

Fundamental foundations fracture and fragment from inner beings I unconsciously sowed.
Metamorphic forces foreshadow choices of voices from long ago.
Receiving the madness, the sadness, creates gladness, allows my feelings to show,
promoting the promise, prompting my fondness of people and places I know.
Like a bird, flying faithfully with the flow, slowly, subtly, and sometimes painfully, I grow.

by Katelin Hoffman
Burlington
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your being. I am the mirror of
the real you. The real you is
the beautiful angelic lovely
young lady you just saw in that
mirror! 

“When you are feeling your
oldest, lowest, remember,
sweetheart, who really are, the
real you, the core of you and
me is seventeen, and all that
you and I planned and
dreamed of right from the start
can still be possible and we will
never grow old or fail for our
dreams and hopes and wishes
will never die. 

“Remember our hopes and
dreams keep us alive and
young! 

“Now, Sweetie, take my
hand and let’s walk together,
down our beach once more to-
wards our future, once again,
once again. Remember, our
hopes and dreams keep us
alive and young!”

Then we walked, faster and
faster still, playfully, joyfully, ex-
pectantly, hopefully, down the
long stretch of beach, out, out,
out, then up over the horizon. 

We walked towards our
bright and possible, hopeful fu-
ture, together,always together,
always seventeen.
Vida Wilson is from Brattleboro.

(Continued from page 18)

Seventeen
I Grow
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sometimes
i have all the words
and sometimes
i have none at all
sometimes
i don’t have to
search too hard
and other times
i am blind
why does the well
run so dry so often
why does the sun
set so suddenly
why do the words
in my mind seem
so hard to find
sometimes
i have all the words
but most often
i have none

If I could, I wouldn’t
Do the things you do,

Trampling on others
The way that your folks do.

Don’t I have a right to live
As much as you and you?

If you steal away my rights
Shame, oh shame, on you!

I know what your trouble is
You cannot compete!

To hurt your competition
You cannot knock them 
off their feet

The reason that you do it?
You cannot compete.

ELEANOR NEWTON
Williston

ArtsArts An Explosion of Poetry An Explosion of Poetry 

For one moment, along
the path of my fitness walk,
I caught the reflection

(in the Ford
dealership showroom window)
of my own body —

and then its obliteration
by a big Budweiser truck with
a reflection

of its own. Memento
mori, I think they call it.
The more you
get out and walk,

the more these things happen.

Alive

Why do you build walls?
I am sick of tearing
Them down. We should be
Closer, talking and sharing
With each other. Don’t you see?
Why do you say you love me,
And then act as if you hate me?
Why do you shove me
Against the wall until I bleed?
Don’t you see I need
Your love to be true?
Don’t you see I love you?

MARY LISA RIVERA
Rutland

Walls

Competition

neil t schmidt
east monpelier

aallll  tthhee  wwoorrddss

ii  hhaavvee  wwaallkkeedd  ffoorr  mmiilleess

i have walked for miles
and miles
just going in circles
spinning and
never winning
just tripping over my
own foot
or getting my tongue
caught in knots
over what to say or
not say or
not say anything
at all
i have walked for miles
and miles
out of stubbornness and
refusal and on
a whim
just so that i don’t
have to rely
on a wheel 

KKiitttteenn  PPllaayy
bbyy  AAnnnnee  DDoonnaahhuuee

DENNIS RIVARD
White River Junction

A man is knocked down and tries to stand
up. Every time he stands up, they knock him
down again. 

When he no longer tries to stand up, they
say, “Why don’t you stand up? What’s the
matter with you?”

A Reader Shares:
Modern Parables

The professor holds up a flea and says,
“This trained flea jumps on command. Ob-
serve.”

He places the flea on the table and com-
mands it to jump. It jumps. He pulls off a
leg, and repeats this until the flea has no legs
left.

“You see,” says the professor, “when the
flea has no legs, it can no longer hear.”

ANONYMOUS
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Cuz We’re ‘Bad to the Bone’
Once in a while not too long ago
In my temple found a beautiful soul
Searchin’ for me ‘n myself through my eyes
Just do it as years fly by
Just doin’ life as teary eyes cry
Never ever know unless we try
Once upon a crescent moon
As we all sing one more tune
For days peelin’ the layers away
Do we come ‘n go or will we stay
All of the U.S.A. livin’ for today
Dedicated to Mark J.

from EUGENE
East Haven

Cuz We’re Bad to the Bone
Certified Schizophrenic

The Paranoid Type

Spirit of ‘76
We’ve outgrown all the laws written long ago,
Time has passed them by and they
Must be rewritten,
For we cannot live in the past,
But with the past,
We must look forward to the future and live for today.
We must search our souls for freedom,
Search our hearts for truth,
Understand the unique beauty
of a simple desert flower,
But beauty will not prevail
until we override corruption
In this once so great nation.

Take a look around you.
See all there is to see.
Take another look around you.
Then tell me we are free.

We are free to live our lives
The way they want us to,
But if our way of living don’t
Stand up to their expectations,
They are free to do with us
What they choose.
So any way you look at it you lose.

We’ve got to come together.
Rejoice with each other.
We’ve got to come together
For as one we can be free.

And perhaps one day
Another place another time,
There will stand a nation
Much like yours and mine.
And they will look upon
What we’re about to do,
As their key to freedom
If freedom is what they choose,
For the blood that will spill
And the lives we will forsake,
Is a high price for freedom,
But it’s the price that we must pay.

by PATRICK TOWNS
Randolph

Trees like to blow in the morning breeze
just as long as they don’t freeze

Trees like to listen
as the morning glistens

#47 
dependence...addiction
attachment!...attachment?
needing with resistance
personal but separate

anxiety then panic
stress overflowing
pain overwhelming
physical and emotional

closeness...wanting
fear...rejection

Trees like to blow
as the morning sun glow

Trees grow tall
and then, they fall
Oh please don’t sit there and bawl
I am only here to take a fall     

Trees

by LINDA TATRO
by marge wakeman

north bennington
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if you are clumsy
i will fall down
more often
and hit my head
more often
if you are wrong
remember
i am always
wrong
if you are stupid
i of course
have taken the
cake
and swallowed it
whole
if you are lazy
i am the couch
potato
if you are sad
i am depressed
much more so
with a shrunken
hippocampus
and black shadows
under my eyes
blocking
the light that
needs
to reach
my soul if 
there is one
i have not found
it
i am
despite all this
hopeful i am

I think we all should stop a bit
To dwell upon this thought

And thank the men who died for us
In the battles we have fought.

We should never take for granted
That which we hold so dear

Like liberty and justice
And prayer without fear.

For all those things were made possible
For people like you and me

By courageous men in history
Like Lincoln and Kennedy.

And if I ever get to heaven
And I pass those pearly gates

I’m going to thank the Lord for letting me live
In these United States

Written on July 4, 2010, in thanks for our men and women
who are serving our country.

ANN COLEMAN
Salisbury

all the different flowers are so beautiful
tulips sunflowers dafodils hyacinths
you know that spring and summer are here

vegetable gardens get all those delicious 
vegetables
flowers talk to you swaying back and forth

take good care of me I love you very much
that spring and summer are here
have arrived

flowers make me think about how God created
them his love for me
we know that fall and winter have left us

spring and summer have arrived

by Pam Corcoran
Randolpheast montpelier

These United States

Garden

I wish my life was a movie
so I could complain
about the high price of 
tickets and refuse to see it.
Then maybe I’d happen upon it
in a year, in a video store,
shrunk to a product
easily held in one’s hand
and filed on a shelf amidst
the crush of a few
hundred other people’s lives.
What section? Good question.
And would I rent it — worth
checking out at
such a reasonable price?
I think I’d likely choose to
browse first, wander
dazedly.

Between these walls
How dumb is that?
I remember once
you asked, “Why don’t they bark?”
What could I have said to you?
Because they’ve been abused,
mistreated, tortured.
I said, “Because they’re scared.”
You agreed that the use of
them was mean-spirited,
yet we must have a cure.

I think of this 
and my mind drifts up high.
I see you below.
Descending quietly in circles,
Spiraling downward,
the breeze carries me.

I smile as I brush your face,
the length of your neck, arm,
‘til I come to hold your hand.
If only it were so...

OCEAN CHANCE

Now Playing

In Spirit

DENNIS RIVARD
White River Junction

iiff  yyoouu  aarree  cclluummssyy

neil t schmidt
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It just pops on
Out of nowhere
Just like the effects
Of a drink or a drug
The emptiness
The numbness
There is no happy or sad
There is no fear or anger
What is it?
A break from insanity
Or is it a new form of insanity

Mandy Foster

Numb

Denver dawn comes to 
me at night hour 
with cat’s paws.
She scratch, scratch, 
scratches
at the windowpane 
of my subconscious
in this 8’ x 11 1/2” cell.
Is she a 1970’s fairy
or is she reality.

Day and night this mass of black metal shakes the panes of
my window glass and loosens the floorboards.
Within it, carries strangers who never look side to side or
forward. I’ve got an idea as to where it’s going but I don’t
want to jump on board.
The train slows for me but I am not easily lured. “All
aboard,” yells the conductor. “Last chance to take this ride!”
I turn away and start to walk, picking up my stride.
Today I am not a passenger and that’s okay with me.
I’m choosing life instead of death, 
a choice that sets me free!

JILL TUTTLE
Putney

Should I Ride This Train?

SShhaarree  
yyoouurr  aarrtt  

iinn  CCoouunntteerrppooiinntt
YYoouurr  ddrraawwiinnggss,,

pphhoottooggrraapphhyy,,  
ccaarrttoooonnss,,

ppooeettrryy,,  ssttoorriieess,,  
rreefflleeccttiioonnss......

It’s as simple as mailing it to Counterpoint,
1 Scale Ave., Suite 52, Rutland, VT, 05701
or emailing to counterp@tds.net.
Please include name and town 
(can be withheld on your request).

AArrtt......
MMaakkeess  aa  bbooddyy  ffeeeell  ggoooodd!!

talkin’ ‘bout shadows
dancing in my dreams
floating all around my head
in systematic schemes

playing games outside my soul
turning in on me
shouting darkly in the night
my spirit must be free

wandering through the liquid fire
bursting out inside
I question what I’m hearing now
the peace that seems to hide

circling round my monolith
I wonder who I am
am I lost in inner space
will I be found again

talkin’ ‘bout shadows
dancing in my dreams
floating all around my head 
in systematic schemes

by M. A. WAKEMAN
North Bennington

#48Fear
Fear is down deep inside of me
Fear of everything and nothing
At the same time
Digging deeper and deeper
Inside of me
No place for all of it to go
It boils over
It floods the whole body
From brain to toes
Don’t know what to do

Mandy Foster

James Hendern
Burlington
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www.vtrecoverynetwork.org

Support Groups
Double Trouble
Bennington, Call 442-9700
Turning Point Club,
465 Main St., Mon, 7-8 p.m. 
White RiverJunct
Call 295-5206
Turning Point Club, 
Tip Top Building 85 North Main
St., Fridays, 6-7 p.m.
Morrisville :Lamoille Valley
Dual Diagnosis
Dual Recovery Anonymous
(DRA) format;Call 888-9962
First Congregational
Church, 85 Upper Main St.
Mon, 7-8 p.m.
Barre: RAMI - Recovery
From Mental Illness and 
Addictions, Peer-to-peer, 
alternating format Call 479-7373
Turning Point Center
489 North Main St.
Thursdays, 6:45-7:45 p.m.

Turning Point Clubs
Barre, 489 N. Main St.; 479-7373;
tpccv.barre@verizon.net
Bennington, 465 Main St; 
442-9700; 
turningpointclub@adelphia.net 
Brattleboro, 14 Elm St.
257-5600 or 866-464-8792
tpwc.1@hotmail.com
Burlington, 61 Main St; 
851-3150;director@turning-
pointcntervt.org
Middlebury, 228 Maple St,
Space 31B; 388-4249;
tcacvt@yahoo.com
Rutland, 141 State St; 
773-6010  turningpointcenterrut-
land@yahoo.com
St. Johnsbury; 
297 Summer St;  751-8520
Springfield,  7 1/2 Morgan St.
885-4668; 
spfturningpt@vermontel.net
White River Jnct, 85 North 
Main St; 295-5206;
uvsaf@turningpointclub.com

Community Mental Health
Counseling Services of Addison County
89 Main St. Middlebury, 95753; 388-6751
United Counseling Service of Bennington
County; P0 Box 588, Ledge Hill Dr. 
Bennington, 05201;  442-5491 
Chittenden County HowardCenter 
300 Flynn Ave. Burlington, 05401 
Franklin & Grand Isle: Northwestern 
Counseling and Support Services 
107 Fisher Pond Road 
St. Albans, 05478;  524-6554 
Lamoille Community Connections
72 Harrel Street, Morrisville, 05661
888-4914 or 888-4635  [20/20: 888-5026]
Northeast Kingdom Human Services
154 Duchess St., Newport, 05855; 334-6744 
2225 Portland St., St. Johnsbury; 748-3181
Orange County: Clara Martin Center
11 Main St.,Randolph, 05060-0167;  728-4466
Rutland Mental Health Services, 
78 So. Main St., Rutland, 05702;   775-8224
Washington Cnty Mental Health Services
P.O. Box 647 Montpelier, 05601; 229-0591 
Windham and Windsor Counties: 
Health Care and Rehabilitation Services 
of Southeastern Vermont, 390 River Street,
Springfield, 05156;   802- 886-4567
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICES

(Orange County)Clara Martin (800) 639-6360
(Addison County) Counseling Services of
Addison County (802) 388-7641
(Windham,Windsor Counties) Health Care
and Rehabilitation Services (800) 622-4235
(Chittenden County) HowardCenter for
Human Services (adults) (802) 863-2400
First Call – Baird Center (children and adoles-
cents) (802) 864-7777
(Lamoille County) Lamoille Community Con-
nections  (802) 888-4914
(Essex, Caledonia and Orleans) Northeast
Kingdom Human Servicse (802) 748-3181
(Franklin and Grand Isle Counties) North-
western Counseling and Support Services
(802) 524-6554
Rutland Mental Health Services (802) 775-1000
(Bennington County) (802) 442-5491 United
Counseling Services (802) 362-3950
Washington County Mental Health Services
(802) 229-0591

Vermont 
Psychiatric
Survivors

Support Groups
Burlington: Renaissance
Call 802-399-6331
MultiGenerational Center,
241 Winooski Ave, 1rst and
3rd Thursdays, 6-7:30 p.m.
Northwestern
Call Jim at 524-1189 or
Ronnie at 782-3037
St. Paul’s United Methodist
Church, 11 Church Street, 
St. Albans, 1rst and 3rd
Tuesday,  4:30-6:30 p.m.
Central Vermont 
Call Brian at 479-5485
Another Way, 125 Barre St.,
Montpelier
Tuesdays, 6-7:30 p.m. 
Rutland: New Life
Call Mike at 773-0020
Rutland Regional Medical
Center, Allen St, Confr Rm
2nd Mondays, 7-9 p.m. 
Middlebury
Call 345-2466
Memorial Baptist Church
97 S. Pleasant St, 
Every Tuesday, 4-6 p.m.
Brattleboro: 
Changing Tides;
Call Karen at 579-5937
Brattleboro Mem. Hospital
Wednesdays, 7-8:30 p.m.
White River Junction
Peers: Turning Point 
Center, Olcott Drive
Wednesdays 10 a.m.-12

Vermont Psychiatric Survivors
is looking for people to assist in
starting community peer support
groups in Vermont. There is fund-
ing available to assist in starting
and funding groups. For informa-
tion, call VPS at 800-564-2106.

Rights &Rights &
AccessAccess

ProgramsPrograms
Vermont Legal Aid
264 No. Winooski Ave, PO Box 1367
Burlington 05402;   (800) 889-2047 
Special programs include:

Mental Health Law Project
Representation for rights when facing  
commitment to Vermont State Hospi
tal, or, if committed, for unwanted 
treatment. 121 South Main Street, PO 
Box  540, Waterbury VT; 05676-0540;
(802) 241-3222.
Vermont Client Assistance  
Program (Disability Law Project)
Rights when dealing with service 
organizations, such as Vocational   
Rehabilitation. PO Box 1367, Burling 
ton VT 05402;  (800) 747-5022.

Disability Rights Vermont
Advocacy when dealing with abuse,
neglect or other rights violations by a
hospital, care home, or community men-
tal health agency. 141 Main St, Suite 7,
Montpelier VT 05602;  (800) 834-7890.

Vermont Psychiatric Survivors
Contact for nearest support group in
Vermont, recovery programs, and Safe
Haven in Randolph, advocacy work,
publishes Counterpoint. 1 Scale Ave.,
Suite   52, Rutland, VT 05701. 
(802) 775-6834 or (800) 564-2106.

Vermont Federation of Families
for Children’s Mental Health
Support for families and children where
the child or youth, age 0-22, is experi-
encing or at risk to experience emo-
tional, behavioral or mental health
challenges. 1-800-639-6071 P.O. Box
507, Waterbury, VT 05676.   
www.vffcmh.org

National Alliance on Mental Ill-
ness - VT  (NAMI-VT) Support, ed-
ucation and advocacy for families
dealing with mental illness. 1-800-639-
6480, 162 S. Main St., Waterbury, VT
0567; www.namivt.org; info@namivt.org 

Vermont Division of Health
Care Administration
Banking, Insurance, Securities & Health
Care Administration/BISHCA; Consumer
Hotline and Appeal of Utilization De-
nials: (800) 631-7788 or (802) 828-2900

Health Care Ombudsman
(problems with any health insurance or
Medicaid/Medicare issues in Vermont)
(800) 917-7787 or  241-1102

Medicaid and Vermont Health 
Access Plan (VHAP) (800) 250-
8427  [TTY (888) 834-7898]

MindFreedom (Support Coalition 
International); www.MindFreedom.org
toll free (877) MAD-PRIDE; (541) 345-
9106  Email:office@mindfreedom. org

National Empowerment Center
Information and referrals. Lawrence MA
01843. (800) POWER 2 U (769-3728)

Drop-In Centers
Another Way, 125 Barre St, Montpelier, 229-0920

Brattleboro Area Drop-in Center, 
57 S. Main, Brattleboro

Our Place, 6 Island Street, Bellows Falls
COTS Daystation,179 S. Winooski Ave, Burlington

Brain Injury Association
Support Group; 2nd Thursday at
Middlebury Commons (across
from skating rink), 249 Bettolph
Drive, 6 to 8 p.m. 
Call Trish Johnson,  802-877-1355,
or the  Association, 802-453-6456;
support1@biavt.org;www.biavt.org
Toll Free Help Line: 877-856-1772

www.vermontrecovery.com
Links to just about everything...including back issues of Counterpoint. 

Veterans Assistance
Veterans Administrtion 
Mental Health Services
(White River Junction, Rutland, 
Bennington, St. Johnsbury, Newport)
VA Hospital: Toll Free 1-866-687-8387
Primary Mental Health Clinic: Ext. 6132
Vet Center (Burlington) 802-862-1806
Vet Center (WRJ): 802-295-2908 
VA Outpatient Clinic at Fort Ethan Allen:
802-655-1356
VA Outpatient Clinic at Bennington:  
(802)447-6913
Veteran’s Homeless Shelters
(Contracted with the WRJ VA)
Homeless Program Coordinator: 
802-742-3291
Brattleboro: Morningside 802-257-0066
Rutland: Open Door Mission  802-775-5661
Rutland: Transitional Residence: 
Dodge House 802-775-6772
Burlington:Waystation/Wilson  802-864-7402
Free Transportation:
Disabled American Veterans:  
866-687-8387   X5394

Vet to Vet support groups:
Barre, Hedding Methodist Church, Wed 6-7 p.m. (802) 476-8156
Burlington, The Waystation, Friday 4-4:45 p.m. (802) 863-3157
Rutland, Medical Center (conf rm 2), Wed 4-5 p.m. (802) 775-7111
Middlebury, Turning Point, Tues 6:15-7:15 p.m. (802) 388-4249
St. Johnsbury, Mountain View Recreation Center,  Thurs 7-8 p.m.
(802) 745-8604
White River Junction, VA Medical Center, Rm G-82, Bldg 31,1-866-
687-8387 x6932; every 2nd Tues 3:30-4:30 p.m. (women); Wed
11:30-12:15 (men); Thurs 4-5 p.m. (men);Thurs 10-11 a.m. (women)
Call the number listed for more information.
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Depression Bipolar
Support Alliance

Bennington area chapter Monday
nights at 7pm at the Bennington
Free Library on Silver Street in Ben-
nington. For more information call
Sue at  802-447-3453

Bipolar Support 
Brattleboro: For information call
Denise at 802-257-2375 or email
at bpsupport@comcast.net

Vermont Veterans and Family Outreach Program:
Bennington/ Rutland Outreach: 802-773-0392; cell: 802-310-5334
Berlin Area Outreach: 802-224-7108; cell: 802-399-6135
Colchester Area Outreach: 802-338-3077/3078; cell: 802-399-6432
Enosburg Area Outreach: 802-933-2166
Lyndonville Area Outreach: 802-626-4085; cell: 802-399-6250
Vergennes Area Outreach: 802-877-2356; cell: 802-881-6680
Williston Area Outreach: 802-879-1385; cell: 802-310-0631
Windsor Area Outreach: 802-674-2914

Outreach Team Leader: 802-338-3022/ 802-399-6401
Toll-free Hotline(24/7) 1-888-607-8773


